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Policy 
 

It is the policy of the Bridgeport Board of Education that all students enrolled in the Bridgeport 

Public Schools shall be assessed for Language Dominance and Language Proficiency. The 

purpose for conducting such an assessment is to identify those students who, due to their 

linguistic background, will need and benefit from instructional support services that differ from 

those provided in the all-English school program.  It also complies with the State of 

Connecticut, Bilingual Education Statutes and regulations.  

 

The guidelines presented herein are meant to be part of an ongoing process.  Assessment 

procedures must be implemented as soon as a new student enters the Bridgeport School System 

(within 30 days in the beginning of the school year and within 2 weeks after October 1). 

 

Students who have been determined to be dominant in a language other than English and who 

might not benefit from a mainstream setting will be placed in a Bilingual Education/Native 

Language Support Program and/or in an English as a Second Language (ESL) program. 

 

The Department of Bilingual Education Services believes that English Learners (ELs), whose 

dominant language is other than English, have the same legal rights as English proficient 

students, with regard to equal access to an appropriated program of educational experiences and 

opportunities. 

 

This document is designed as a reference for district and school personnel working with English 

Learners (ELs). The content of the guide represents a compilation of information, examples and 

resources for your use.  
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Bridgeport Schools and Programs* 

 
Additionally, we offer language and literacy tutoring at a select number of schools that vary annually based upon 

enrollment as well as student’s linguistic and academic needs

Elementary Schools 

Barnum School 

Spanish Transitional Bilingual K-2 

ESL K-8 

Spanish Native Language Support 3-8 

 

Batalla School 

Spanish Transitional Bilingual K-8 

Dual Language K-5 

ESL K-8 

Talented and Gifted 

 

Beardsley School 

ESL K-6 

Spanish Native Language Support 

 

Black Rock School 

ESL K-8 

Spanish Native Language Support 

 

Blackham School 

ESL K-8 

Spanish Native Language Support 

Portuguese Native Language Support 

 

Bryant School 

ESL K-6 

Spanish Native Language Support 

 

Claytor 

ESL K-8 

 

Columbus School 

ESL K-8 

Bilingual K-2 

Portuguese Native Language Support 

 

Curiale School 

ESL K-8 

Spanish Native Language Support 

 

Johnson School 

Spanish Transitional Bilingual K-2 

ESL K-8 

 

Madison School 

ESL K-6 

Spanish Native Language Support 

      

Marin School 

Spanish Transitional Bilingual K-8 

ESL K-8 

Talented and gifted 

 

Multicultural Magnet School 

Spanish Transitional Bilingual K-2 

ESL K-8 

 

Read School 

ESL K-8 

Spanish Native Language Support 

 

Roosevelt School 

Spanish Transitional Bilingual K-2 

 

Waltersville 

ESL K-8 

Spanish Native Language Support 

 

Winthrop School 

ESL K-8 

Portuguese and Spanish Native Language Support 

 

    High Schools 

 

Bassick High School 

ESL 9-12 

Spanish Native Language Support 

 

Bridgeport Military Academy 

ESL Tutoring 9-12 

 

Fairchild Wheeler High Schools 

ESL Tutoring 9-12 

 

Central High School 

ESL 9-12 

Haitian-Creole/French Native Language Support 

Portuguese Native Language Support 

Spanish Native Language Support 

 

Harding High School 

Spanish Transitional Bilingual 9-12 

ESL 9-1
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Over forty years ago, a California judge decided it was unfair for a Chinese student 
named Kirby Lau, who did not understand English to receive instruction in classes 
where only English was spoken. In Lau vs. Nichols, the Supreme Court agreed that 
providing Kirby Lau with instruction only in English was the same thing as denying 
him an education. 
 
   Lau vs. Nichols (1974) 
Lau vs. Nichols did not deny the importance of learning English, but the Supreme 
Court justices ruled unanimously, on the grounds of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
that 1,800 Chinese students in San Francisco were not being provided an equal 
educational opportunity compared with their English-speaking peers: 
 

“There is no equality of treatment merely by providing students with the 
same facilities, textbook, teachers, and curriculum; for students who do not 
understand English are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful 
education. Basic English skills are at the very core of what these public 
schools teach. Imposition of a requirement that, before a child can 
effectively participate in the education program, he/she must already have 
acquired those basic skills is to make a mockery of public education. We 
know that those who do not understand English are certain to find their 
classroom experience wholly incomprehensible and in no way meaningful.”  
(Lau vs. Nichols, 1974) 

 
This Supreme Court decision provided for Chinese-speaking students in San 
Francisco to receive equal educational opportunity regardless of language, social, 
economic, and cultural backgrounds. It also affirmed the responsibility of local 
education agencies to comply with Title VII regulations of the 1964 Civil Rights 
Act.  
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TIMELINE OF FEDERAL POLICY & COURT RULINGS 
 
The evolution of policy for English Learners … 
 
1920s-1960s — English immersion or "sink-or-swim" policies are the dominant method of 
instruction of language minority students. Few or no remedial services are available, and 
students are generally held at the same grade level until enough English is mastered to advance 
in subject areas. 

1963 — Success of a two-way bilingual program for Cuban refugee children in Dade County, 
Florida, inspires the implementation of similar programs elsewhere. 

1964 — Civil Rights Act: Title VI prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national 
origin in the operation of all federally assisted programs. 
 
1968 — The Bilingual Education Act, Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
of 1968: Establishes federal policy for bilingual education for economically disadvantaged 
language minority students, allocates funds for innovative programs, and recognizes the unique 
educational disadvantages faced by non-English speaking students. 

1978 — Amendments to Title VII emphasize the strictly transitional nature of native language 
instruction, expand eligibility to students who are limited English proficient (LEP), and permit 
enrollment of English-speaking students in bilingual programs. 

1982 — Amendments to Title VII allow for some native language maintenance, provide program 
funding for LEP students with special needs, support family English literacy programs, and 
emphasize importance of teacher training. 

1988 — Amendments to Title VII include increased funding to state education agencies, 
expanded funding for "special alternative" programs where only English is used, established a 
three-year limit on participation in most Title VII, and created fellowship programs for 
professional training. 

1994 — Comprehensive educational reforms entail reconfiguration of Title VII programs. New 
provisions reinforce professional development programs, increase attention to language 
maintenance and foreign language instruction, improve research and evaluation at state and 
local level, supply additional funds for immigrant education, and allow participation of some 
private school students. Texas Education Agency Bilingual/ESL Unit 2011-2012 11 
 
2001 — No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB): The reauthorization of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act of 1965 appropriates funds to states to improve the education of 
limited English proficient students by assisting children to learn English and meet challenging 
state academic content and student academic achievement standards. Legislation for limited 
English proficient students is found under Title III of NCLB 
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2015- Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA): Legislation reauthorizing the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act. States must show in their plan that they have adopted English 
language proficiency standards. English language proficiency standards must be derived for 
four domains (speaking, listening, reading and writing), address the different proficiency levels 
of English learners, and be aligned with the challenging state academic standards. 
Accountability measures for English language learners are moved out of Title III and into Title I. 
 
What court rulings have impacted the education of language minority students in the U.S.? 
 
Court Rulings for English Learners … 
 
1974 — Lau v. Nichols 
This suit by Chinese parents in San Francisco leads to the ruling that identical education does 
not constitute equal education under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. School districts 
must take affirmative steps to overcome educational barriers faced by non-English speakers. 
This ruling established that the Office for Civil Rights, under the former Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare, has the authority to establish regulations for Title VI enforcement. 
 
1982 — Plyler v. Doe 
Under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, the state does not have the right to 
deny a free public education to undocumented immigrant children. 
 
1971 — United States of America v. State of Texas, et al. 
This desegregation case centered on the issue of discrimination and whether the San Felipe and 
Del Rio school districts were providing Mexican American students an equal educational 
opportunity. On August 6, 1971, Judge William Wayne Justice ordered the consolidation of the 
two districts. As a result of the lawsuit, the federal court came down with a court order, Civil 
Action 5281, which eliminates discrimination on grounds of race, color, or national origin in 
Texas public and charter schools. 
 
1974 — Serna v. Portales 
The 10th Circuit Court of Appeals found that Spanish surnamed students' achievement levels 
were below those of their Anglo counterparts. The court ordered Portales Municipal Schools to 
implement a bilingual/bicultural curriculum, revise procedures for assessing achievement, and 
hire bilingual school personnel. 
 
1978 — Cintron v. Brentwood 
The Federal District Court for the Eastern District of New York rejected the Brentwood School 
District's proposed bilingual program on the grounds that it would violate "Lau Guidelines" by 
unnecessarily segregating Spanish-speaking students from their English-speaking peers in music 
and art. The court also objected to the program's failure to provide for exiting students whose 
English language proficiency was sufficient for them to understand mainstream English 
instruction. 
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1978 — Rios v. Reed 
The Federal District Court for the Eastern District of New York found that the Pastchogue-
Medford School District's transitional bilingual program was basically a course in English and 
that students were denied an equal educational opportunity by not receiving academic 
instruction in Spanish. The court wrote: "A denial of educational opportunities to a child in the 
first years of schooling is not justified by demonstrating that the educational program 
employed will teach the child English sooner than a program comprised of more extensive 
Spanish instruction." 
 
1981 — Castañeda v. Pickard 
Reputed to be the most significant court decision affecting language minority students after 
Lau. In responding to the plaintiffs' claim that Raymondville, Texas Independent School 
District's language remediation programs violated the Equal Educational Opportunities Act 
(EEOA) of 1974, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals formulated a set of basic standards to 
determine school district compliance with EEOA. 

The "Castañeda test" includes the following criteria: 

1. Theory: The school must pursue a program based on an educational theory recognized 
as sound or, at least, as a legitimate experimental strategy 

2. Practice: The school must actually implement the program with instructional practices, 
resources, and personnel necessary to transfer theory to reality 

3. Results: The school must not persist in a program that fails to produce results. 

1981 — United States v. State of Texas et al., January 12, 1981 
The U.S. District Court for the eastern district of Texas, Tyler division, instructs TEA to phase in 
mandatory bilingual education in grades K-12. This decision outlined specific requirements 
including: three year monitoring cycles, identification of LEP students, and a language survey 
for students entering school. It also established the need for exit criteria. 
 
1982 — United States v. State of Texas et al., July 12, 1982 
The U.S. Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit reverses the previous judgment of U.S. v. State of Texas 
et al., January 12, 1981 because of state legislation enacted in 1981. 
 
1983 — Keyes v. School District #1 
A U.S. District Court found that a Denver public school district had failed to adequately 
implement a plan for language minority students, which is the second element of the 
"Castañeda Test." 
 
1987 — Gomez v. Illinois 
The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that State Education Agencies are also required 
under EEOA to ensure that language minority student's educational needs are met. 
Citation:“A Chronology of Federal Law and Policy Impacting Language Minority Students. Colorín Colorado is an educational service of 
WETA.2015.Web.Novemeber 2016.”http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/chronology-federal-law-and-policy-impacting-language-minority-

students#h-federal-policy-timeline 
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Federal Definition of a Limited English Proficient Student 

  
General Student Population: All students enrolled in a public school 
 
Language Minority Student: A student whose primary or home/native language is other than English,    
including former LEP students. Federal Definition of LEP Student:  
 
A LEP student is classified as one: 
(A) who is aged 3 through 21;  
(B)  who is enrolled or preparing to enroll in an elementary school or secondary school; 
(C) (i) who was not born in the United States or whose native language is a language other than    
English, and who comes from an environment where a language other than English is dominant;  

OR  
(ii) 1- who is a Native American or Alaska Native, or a native resident of outlying areas, and  
(ii) 2 - who comes from an environment where a language other than English has had a  
           significant impact on the individual’s level of English language proficiency;  
OR  
(iii) who is migratory, whose native language is a language other than English and who comes 
from an environment where a language other than English is dominant;  

AND 
  (D) whose difficulties speaking, reading, writing and understanding the English language may be    
       sufficient to deny the individual:  

(i) the ability to meet the State’s proficient level of achievement on State assessments as 
described in section 1111(b)(3);  
(ii) the ability to achieve successfully in classrooms where the language of instruction is English, 
or  
(iii) the opportunity to participate fully in society.  

 
AN EL Student is a student who has been identified as LEP and receives Language Support Services. 
These students may also be referred to as English Learners (ELs) and English for Speakers of Other 
Languages students (ESOL). 
 
In addition to the guidance provided here, the Dear Colleague Letter (January 2015 U.S. Department of 
Education provides resources to help state educational agencies and schools understand their 
obligations to English learners: 
 

1. The U.S. Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights and the Department 
 Of Justice provide guidance outlining legal obligations for English Learners 
http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/letters/colleague-el-201501.pdf  

 
2. English Learner Tool Kit Updated with ESSA references (updated 2017) 

A 10 chapter companion guide to support the 2015 Dear Colleague Letter. The 
English Learner Toolkit helps state and local education agencies fulfill their  

           obligations for English learners. 
 http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/english-learner-toolkit/eltoolkit.pdf 

   

 

http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/letters/colleague-el-201501.pdf
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PROGRAMS AND SERVICE REQUIREMENTS in CONNECTICUT 
(CSDE website) 
 

In Connecticut, Bilingual Education Programs are to be established and implemented in 
any school building that has 20 or more EL/LEP students with the same dominant language. Per 
the Bilingual Education Statute, a school building with 20 or more LEP/EL students in the same 
language group is mandated to provide a bilingual education program in the following school 
year (CGS, Section 10-17ej). The “count,” or number of students eligible for Bilingual Education, 
is determined from the October 1 Public School Information System (PSIS) report to the CSDE. 
Although a school district has until the following school year to implement a Bilingual Education 
program for the eligible students, it would be good practice to begin developing and 
implementing the Bilingual Education program as soon as possible. 

 
Federal and state legislation sets requirements as to the need for and the mandated 

provision and implementation of EL/ESL/ESOL/ELD Programs and Bilingual Education programs. 
The goals of these laws are to support the English Language Development of ELs, to ensure 
equal access to the mainstream/general education curriculum, and to provide equitable 
educational opportunities for ELs. However, these same laws do not provide requirements on 
types of programs/services, allowable variations, and time/amount of services (e.g., 
frequency and duration of ESL pull-out or tutorial services). 
 

 At the same time, however, the federal Office for Civil Rights policies developed 
following Lau vs Nichols (i.e., Lau Guidelines, Lau Remedies, and Lau Regulations), Castañeda v. 
Pickard (Castañeda Standard) and Title III of NCLB require that all programs chosen and 
implemented must be research-based, proven effective, and be evaluated annually. 
Additionally, agencies/institutions that choose to receive federal and state financial assistance 
(e.g., Title I, Title III, or Bilingual Education grant funds) must comply with all federal and state 
legislative requirements associated with the funding sources. Furthermore, the type of program 
model adopted by a school or district often comes with its own programmatic requirements in 
terms of type of model, frequency, duration, and intensity of English language and/or native 
language support in order for the given program to be effective. 

 
Finally, the Connecticut State Board of Education’s “Position Statement on the 

Education of Students Who Are English Language Learners” (adopted in July 2010) provides the 
following guidance on types of programs and amount of services: “The type of program and 
amount of services students receive are determined by considering the language proficiency 
levels of the students” (p. 1). The 2010 Position Statement also is followed by detailed 
Guidelines for Policymakers that outline “the Components of High Quality English as a Second 
Language (ESL) and Bilingual Education Programs.” Within “the Guidelines,” the State Board of 
Education names the specific responsibilities of the state, district, school, and educators to 
English learners. 
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PROGRAM MODELS AND SERVICE DELIVERY FOR ENGLISH LEARNERS 
 
Submersion (VIOLATES CIVIL RIGHTS) – also known as sink-or-swim. Students are 

placed in the all English mainstream all day every day. Submersion provides no support/help 

with English, provides no specific or additional English Language Development instruction, 

requires no special teacher qualifications, and was deemed illegal under Lau v. Nichols. 

 

Structured English Immersion – students are placed in the all-English mainstream all day 

every day. Mainstream teachers are trained in immersion or sheltered instruction techniques. 

Ideally, the subject matter is sheltered. Sheltered Immersion Classes and Content-based 

ESL/Instruction are sometimes classified as Structured Immersion, particularly when they are the 

only components/ programs available to ELs (i.e., when they are not part of a continuum of 

programs/services available to ELs according to their English proficiency levels and progress in 

attaining English proficiency). 

 

Sheltered Immersion Classes – usually these classes function as “newcomer” classes, are in an 

isolated classroom, are non-graded, and provide extended learning times for students to adjust to 

cultural differences and the new culture. In Sheltered Immersion classes, students receive 

English Language Development (ELD)/English as a Second Language (ESL) instruction, as well 

as Content based ESL/Instruction. Students spend most of their academic day in this self-

contained classroom and attend the mainstream for nonacademic classes/periods, e.g., Physical 

Education, Library, Art, Music, and social activities in grade-level classrooms, etc. 

 

Content-based ESL/Instruction – Content-based ESL/Instruction is English Language 

Development (ELD) taught by an ESL/TESOL certified teacher. Unlike traditional ELD/ESL, 

Content-based ESL/Instruction uses integrated subject area themes and content through which to 

teach English Language Development, English vocabulary, and grammar. It increases the 

relevancy of the curriculum, focuses on requisite terminology per content areas, and may be 

taught in a Sheltered Immersion classroom as the first curriculum that a newcomer receives 

before transitioning into the mainstream Structured Immersion or Sheltered Instruction 

programs. Especially Designed Academic Instruction in English (SDAIE) is another form of 

Content-based ESL/Instruction. 

 

Sheltered Instruction (SI) – a program model in which both content instruction (knowledge and 

skills) and English Language Development (ELD) are goals within the mainstream classroom. 

The core grade level curriculum is used; there is no separate curriculum. Specific ESL/sheltered 

strategies are used by general education teachers in the regular classroom. Certified general 

education and content area teachers have training in Sheltered Instruction methodology. Both the 

content area standards and the ELD/EL standards drive instruction. Students may also receive 

ESL pull-out/tutorial support at a specific time of day. For instance, new arrivals with little or no 

English will benefit from a combination of Sheltered Instruction and ESL support. The Sheltered 

Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP) Model is one model of Sheltered Instruction. 

 

English as a Second Language (ESL) – traditional model of language instruction/development/ 

support. Often, ESL is offered in a pull-out form: i.e., students are pulled out of their mainstream 

classes usually for a period or more per day to work specifically on their English language 
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vocabulary, grammar, and skills with an ESL/TESOL certified teacher. Students may work one-
on-one with the ESL teacher or in small groups of students from the same or from a variety of 
grades and classrooms. 
Instruction may be English language-based or content-based. ESL is sometimes called English to 
Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) as well. Use of the term “ESOL” acknowledges the fact that 
many of our ELs are learning English not as a second language, but rather as a third or fourth 
language. 
 
Pull-out – one way of delivering ESL/ELD support services or instruction. Students are pulled 
out of their mainstream classes usually for a period or more per day to work specifically on 
their English Language Development with an ESL/TESOL certified teacher. Pull-out support is a 
service delivery model and is not an ESL/ELD program in and of itself. 
 
Push-in – one way of delivering ESL/ELD support services or instruction. ESL/TESOL certified 
teachers, tutors, and paraprofessionals “push” into mainstream classes to support the second 
language development and needs of EL students. Push-in support is a service delivery model 
and is not an 
ESL/ELD program in and of itself. 
 
Co-Teaching – one way of delivering ESL/ELD support services or instruction or Sheltered 
Instruction. In this model of service delivery, ESL/TESOL certified teachers usually co-teach with 
general education or content area teachers. Co-teaching is a service delivery model and is not 
an EL/ELD program in and of itself. 
 
Native Language Support – this type of support accompanies programs (e.g., an ESL program, a 
Bilingual Education program, a Sheltered content area class, a mainstream class), is a 
component of programs, and/or is supplemental to programs of service delivery. By law (see 
Ríos v. Read), native language support by itself does not constitute a program. 
 
Transitional Bilingual Education (TBE) Programs – also called Early-exit Bilingual Programs. ELs 
in a Transitional Bilingual Education Program are taught the regular curriculum and academic 
content through native language instruction and instruction in English by a certified Bilingual 
teacher. Over time, the amount of native language instruction/use is decreased, and the 
amount of English instruction/use is increased, as the students’ English proficiency increases. 
The goal of TBE programs is to “transition” students into all-English instruction in the 
mainstream as quickly as possible. Hence, 
Transitional Bilingual Education Programs have also been called “Early-exit Bilingual Programs.” 
In Connecticut, students must be exited from all Bilingual Programs within three years (CGS, 
Section 10-17e-j). Bilingual education students who have not met the EL exit criteria as set by 
the CSDE after three years in a bilingual program must transition into Language Transition 
Support Services (LTSS). 
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Developmental Bilingual Education (DBE) Programs – also called Gradual Exit/Late Exit 
Bilingual Programs. ELs in a Developmental Bilingual Education Program are taught the regular 
curriculum/academic content through native language instruction and instruction in English by 
a certified Bilingual teacher. Developmental Bilingual Programs differ from Transitional Bilingual 
Programs in their premise. TBE programs treat LEP/EL status as a deficiency and the programs 
are subtractive in nature, meaning that although they initially provide instruction in the native 
language, the native language is quickly phased out and English proficiency is the ultimate goal. 
DBE programs, on the other hand, are additive in nature and view bilingualism and biliteracy as 
assets and as the ultimate goal. In Developmental Bilingual Education Programs, the time in 
instruction in English also increases over time as the students’ English proficiency increases. ELs 
are moved in increments from native language instruction to Content-based ESL or Sheltered 
Instruction to all-English mainstream classes. These stages usually occur over four to five years. 
Once students are fluent in English, they may continue to take one or two classes in their native 
language and may continue their bilingual education from kindergarten through Grade 12. 
However, as students get older and move through the grades, generally speaking, such 
opportunities decrease. In Connecticut, students must be exited from Bilingual Programs within 
three years (CGS, Section 10-17e-j). Bilingual education students who have not met the EL exit 
criteria as set by the CSDE after three years in a bilingual program must transition into 
Language Transition Support Services (LTSS), which means that not all DBE programs, as they 
are meant to be run, are feasible in the state of Connecticut. *See Dual language/Two-way 
Bilingual Education Programs below. 
 
Dual-language/Two-way Bilingual Education Programs – A Dual-language Bilingual Education 
Program is a Developmental Bilingual Education Program in which the goal for all participating 
students is to develop proficiency in two languages. In Dual-language or Two-way Bilingual 
Programs, native English-speaking students and students who speak another native language 
participate in classes together, with the goals of bilingualism and biliteracy being the same for 
all students. This approach is additive in nature and founded on a value of bilingualism as an 
advantage for all students. There are variations in the implementation of this model. Some 
variations of this program keep the languages separate during instruction, and the length of 
time spent in instruction in the two languages varies. Some Two-way Bilingual Programs use a 
50-50 model, in which teachers teach all subjects in both languages for equal amounts of time; 
some use the 90-10 model that resembles the gradual shift over time much like the shift in 
stages used by Developmental Bilingual Education Programs; some begin the target language 
instruction in certain subject areas first; some separate native language speakers for language 
arts. Ideally, each class population would be composed of 50 percent native English speakers 
and 50 percent Target Language native speakers to ensure peer modeling and support. 
Programming and implementation of Dual-language/Two-way Bilingual Education Programs 
and LTSS services in Connecticut may be complex. NCLB Title III AND the Connecticut Bilingual 
Education Statute both encourage the development and implementation of Dual-
language/Two-way Bilingual Education Programs. Dual-language Program students may remain 
in the program indefinitely and are not subject to the 30-month limit in the Bilingual Education 
Statute. All other Bilingual Education Programs are subject to the 30-month limit. 
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Language Transition Support Services (LTSS) in Connecticut – not necessarily a program in 
itself, unless a district has developed one with this specific title/name. LTSS are support services 
that former Bilingual Education program students transition into if they do not meet all EL exit 
criteria within three years in the Bilingual program. The goal of LTSS is to transition students out 
of the Bilingual program and into other support services and the all-English mainstream. 
Language Transition Support Services may include: ESL/ELD support or classes, Sheltered 
content classes, mainstream content classes with specific Sheltered strategies used, co-taught 
classes by the Bilingual/ESL teacher and the mainstream teacher, reading or language arts 
support or intervention, mathematics support or intervention, enhanced academic instruction 
(e.g., language, writing, science, and technology labs) and all other services and educational 
programs offered in the mainstream program (e.g., gifted and talented classes, guidance, 
library services, etc.). 
 
Newcomer Program: Newcomer programs are separate, relatively self-contained educational 
interventions designed to meet the academic and transitional needs of newly arrived 
immigrants. Typically, students attend these programs before they enter more traditional 
interventions (e.g., English language development programs or mainstream classrooms with 
supplemental ESL instruction). 
 
SOURCES of DEFINITIONS: 
Connecticut Administrators of Programs for English Language Learners (CAPELL). (2003). The 
CAPELL Guidelines for ESOL Program Design K-12. Electronic version, retrieved 11/26/2014 
from http://www.capellct.org/pdffiles/CAPELL_ESOL_GUIDELINES.pdf Connecticut State 
Department of Education. (2002). Guidelines for Implementing Language Transition Support 
Services. Electronic version, retrieved 11/26/2014 from 
http://www.sde.ct.gov/sde/cwp/view.asp?A=2618&Q=321092 
Crawford, J. (2004). Educating English Learners: Language diversity in the classroom, 5th 
edition. 
 Los Angeles: Bilingual Educational Services. Echevarria, J. & Graves, A. (2003). Sheltered 
Content Instruction: Teaching English-Language Learners with diverse abilities, 2nd edition. 
Boston: Pearson.U.S. Dept. of Education, Office for Civil Rights Developing Programs for English 
Language Learner 
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English Learner Identification Process 

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act, as amended by the ESSA, requires state 

education agencies to establish and implement standardized, statewide entrance and exit 

procedures for English learners (Section 3113). 

 Connecticut has established standardized statewide entrance procedures to identify and 

screen potential English learners based upon the accurate and timely administration of : 

 Home Language Survey  

 English language proficiency screener, PreLAS2000 in Kindergarten and the LAS Links 

Placement  in grades 1-12. The standardized entrance and exit procedures are used to 

determine whether a student is considered an English learner and therefore entitled to 

an English language development program required by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 

1964 and the Equal Educational Opportunities Act (EEOA).  

 

Home Language Survey  

The Home Language Survey (HLS) is a legally binding document that should only be completed 

once during a child’s academic career, upon their first enrollment in school. The HLS must be 

kept in the student’s cumulative folder as part of the permanent record. The school 

administering the Home Language Survey must explain the purpose of the HLS and the 

questions in a language the parent or guardian understands. In Bridgeport, the Connecticut 

Home Language Survey is translated into Arabic, Haitian-Creole, Portuguese, Spanish and 

Vietnamese.  The following three questions are required, and are the only allowable questions 

to determine the student’s language background.   

1. What is the primary language used in the home, regardless of the language spoken by 

the student?  

2. What is the language most spoken by the student?  

3. What is the language the student first acquired? 

Any student enrolling in grades K-12 with a language other than English on the Home 

Language Survey is screened for English proficiency with the LAS Links Placement 1-12 or the 

PreLAS2000 in PreK4 or Kindergarten. A student transferring from another state or 

Connecticut district who has already been identified as an English Learner does not need to 

be reassessed. The student may continue the same services in Bridgeport Public Schools. 
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English Proficiency Assessments                                                                                                                             
Pre-LAS 2000 English Assessment (PreK 4-Kindergarten) 

PreK 4 students and Kindergarten students who require testing based on answers to the HLS will 

be given this oral language assessment.  If the student’s overall score is in levels 1, 2, or 3, then 

the student is identified as an EL; if it is in level 4 or 5, the student is not  an EL.  

 

LAS Links Placement Assessment (Grades 1-12) 
When the HLS indicates a language other than English, the LAS Links Placement Assessment 

must be administered. The assessment is administered based on current grade level .There are  5 

test bands: K-1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-8, 9-12. It measures English Language proficiency in four domains: 

Speaking, Listening, Reading, Writing. A score level of 1 indicates that the student is Not 

Proficient (NP). A score level of 2 or 3 indicates that the student is Approaching Proficiency 

(AP). A score level of 4 or 5 indicates that the student is Proficient (P). 

 

LAS Links Assessment (Grades K-12) 

State and federal law requires an annual assessment of K-12 students identified as English learners 

to measure their English language proficiency.  In Connecticut, this is the LAS Links Online 

Assessment. Presently, it is administered from January to mid-March. It assesses four domains: 

Speaking, Listening, Reading, Writing. All EL students must take the assessment even if the 

parents refused services.  There is no opt-out option.  

  

The assessment results as well as other reports are available online by the beginning of June. 

These reports are located on the website, ctbonlinereporting.com. The District English Learner 

Assessment Coordinator (ELAC) assigns usernames and passwords for EL staff to access the 

site. 

 

EXITING AND MONITORING 
In order for students to exit the Bilingual Education and/or ESOL Program and no longer receive 

English language acquisition support, the student must reach the state-mandated exit 

requirements as described below.  

LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT SCALE (LAS) LINKS REQUIRED SCORES TO EXIT 

FROM ENGLISH LANGUAGE SERVICES 

GRADES LAS LINKS SCORES 

 

 

KINDERGARTEN – GRADE 12 

OVERALL LEVEL 4 or 5 

AND 

READING LEVEL 4 or 5 

AND 

WRITING LEVEL 4 or 5 

 

 

 

All EL students who do not meet the criteria will continue to be supported.  
Please note that per CSDE, an English Learner is entitled to EL support for 

up to two years after they meet exit criteria. 
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Language Dominance Classification (LDC) 

 Bridgeport Public Schools categorizes a student’s LDC as A, B, C or E (only in 

Bridgeport). 

                   

The following chart describes each category. 
 
 

Language 
Dominance 
Classification 
(LDC) 

Score on the 
PreLAS2000 
or LAS Links 
Placement 

 
English 
Proficiency 

Bilingual/ 
ESOL 
Services 
Provided 

 
No Bilingual 
/ESOL 
Services 

 
        A 

Level 1 
Not Proficient 
(NP) 

Has Limited or 
no English 
skills 

 
         X 

 

      
 
        B 

Level 2 or 3 
Approaching 
Proficiency 
(AP) 

Has acquired 
some English 
Skills 

  
         X 
 

 

        
        C 

Level 4 or 5 
Proficient (P) 

Equally 
Proficient in 
both 
languages 

  
       X 

       
       E 

Student is not 
assessed. 
HLS indicated 
all answers in 
English  

 
 English 
Proficient 

  
 
        X 
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Notification to Parents of English Learner Identification and Services 
 
A parent notification or placement letter must be send to parents of eligible students to notify  

them of the recommended EL services (see Appendix). These letters are available in English, 

Haitian-Creole, Portuguese and Spanish. The parent or guardian has the option to accept the 

recommended services or refuse services. Regardless of the parent’s decision, all English 

Learners must take the mandated state annual assessment (LAS Links) until he/she has met the 

state exit criteria. The signed Placement Letter is filed in the student’s English Learner Student 

Profile folder (see Appendix).  

Blue EL Student Profile Folder 

ESL teachers must prepare an English Learner Student Profile folder for each student who is 
assessed. The answers to the three questions on the HLS, the initial assessment score, the 
student’s LDC and program entry date must be recorded on the front cover. The folder must 
contain the original HLS, the initial assessment answer sheet, and the placement letter. A copy 
of the placement letter may later be replaced by the original. 
  

    Bridgeport Public Schools offer the following services (see page 12 for details): 

 

 Transitional Bilingual Program (TBE) 

 Native Language Support 

 English as a Second Language (ESL) 

 Language Transition Support Services (LTSS) 

 Dual Language Program 
 

English Learners and Special Education Services 
 

All Students who are ELs and receive special education services are eligible for bilingual 

and/or ESL services. ESL teachers should collaborate with the Special Education teacher. 

 

Frequently Asked Questions From Across the Disciplines Taken from, English Language 

Learners and Special Education: A Resource Handbook 2011 (CAPELL) 

  

Below are questions frequently asked by administrators, classroom teachers, ELL teachers, and 

special educators:  

 

Can students receive both ELL and special education services?  
Yes. There are no regulations that prohibit a student from participating in both programs. Once a 

child qualifies for special education services, educators must look at his or her specific social, 

language, and academic needs and select the appropriate instructional program to meet those 
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needs, while ensuring the minimum amount of fragmentation of the academic day. This 

collaborative model may include participation in one or both programs. 

 

How long do we wait before referring an ELL student for possible special education 

services?   
A referral to special education can be made by a parent at anytime. A Planning and Placement 

Team (PPT) meeting must be held upon a parent’s referral for a special education evaluation. 

There is no time restriction for staff referring an ELL for evaluation  when:  

 An early intervention process has been followed within a systematic framework such as 

Scientifically Researched-Based Intervention (SRBI).  

 Interventions, instructional strategies, and program options implemented have proven 

unsuccessful.  

 

Can ELLs who have had little or no previous formal education in their home countries be 

referred for special education?  

Yes, but if the disability requiring special education services is due to lack of instruction in either 

reading or math, then the child cannot be identified as a child with a disability under IDEA. 

While a student’s previous formal education history will likely affect the student’s academic 

performance in United States schools, limited schooling in and of itself does not constitute a true 

disability. However, since many countries do not offer special education alternatives, students 

with special needs are frequently excluded from school in those countries. These students may 

not have received appropriate services. In other cases, the student’s difficulty in a U.S. school 

may be the result of a lack of formal education rather than disability 

 

Does language switching signify a problem?  

Language mixing or code switching involves alternating words or phrases from one language to 

another. Evidence of this process is not necessarily an indication of inadequacy in language 

development. Code switching is not necessarily due to an inability to come up with the right 

word or phrase in a language; it may reflect a skill that evolves through high levels of 

proficiency in both languages. Research has shown that code switching among normal bilingual 

speakers allows for greater precision in communication, especially of cultural topics. Language 

mixing is typical as children start to acquire vocabulary and language skills in a second language. 

  

How should special education teachers, ELL teachers, general education teachers, and 

speech and language pathologists work together as a team? 

Ideally, collaboration is occurring to shape a program of services for which all children can 

benefit from the expertise these individuals provide. Yet, it becomes more important for focused 

conversations to begin around an individual student as soon as the student begins to exhibit 

academic difficulties. In the case of preschool children, the collaboration should be no different 

and should begin to be more individually focused as soon as the child exhibits developmental 

delays. The expertise of educators in different disciplines can help establish changes in the 

curriculum, develop appropriate strategies to help the ELL student, and monitor student progress. 

A team approach promotes support for differentiated instruction and the sharing of ideas and 

materials. The team can also determine timelines for further action and the need for further 

assessment.  
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Do ELLs need an IEP or 504 plan to receive accommodations on tests?  

No. All ELLs are entitled to receive testing accommodations on state, district and classroom 

tests, although these accommodations are limited in number and differ from what is available for 

students with an IEP or 504 Plan. (See the Test Coordinator’s Handbook for CMT & CAPT 

accommodations on the Connecticut State Department of Education website.) If an ELL is also 

identified as disabled as defined by IDEA, or Section 504, then these accommodations would 

need to be determined by a PPT or 504 team meeting, respectively, and must be included in the 

child’s individualized education program (IEP) or 504 plan. 

 

If research indicates that it can take from five to seven years (or longer) to acquire 

cognitive academic language proficiency, shouldn’t we wait that length of time before 

referring a student for special education? 

 No. ELL students may exhibit disabilities at any point in the process of acquiring a second 

language. Should ELL and special education staff members coordinate common services? Yes. 

Service coordination is critical to the success of ELLs with special needs; they have legal rights 

to both services.  

 

How do we know if an ELL should be referred for special education services? 

 When a student is not proficient in English and is experiencing an unusual amount of academic 

difficulties, it can be a challenge to determine if the difficulty stems from the language difference 

or from a true disability that has an adverse impact on education that would require the provision 

of special education and related services. In many cases, school personnel may never know for 

sure the reason behind the student’s difficulties. However, there are recommended procedures to 

help reach the most accurate conclusions possible. In the end, even if school personnel are not 

totally confident in the accuracy of the conclusion, the important result of the process is that the 

student receives appropriate services and the best chance for academic success. 
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Important Dates for ESL Teachers 

 

August- October 1   - On PowerSchool create a list of students missing 
EL Data on Powerschool.  Check all Home Language Surveys. All EL Data 
must be updated in PowerSchool prior to October 1. 

October 1               - Data Collection is Uploaded to CSDE   

After October 1    - Students whose HLS indicate a language other than  
English must be tested within 2 weeks. 

                                -High School grades 10, 11, or 12-  

Students who enter after October 1 may not participate in bilingual 
education and must have a program code of “02”. Code 02 indicates 
that the student has fewer than 30 months remaining for graduation.                                  

January-March    -   Administer LAS Links Online Assessment 

May                      -   Administer Initial Assessment to PreK-4 

May- June           -   Annual Review process 

 

Every week create a list on Power School of students who are missing 
LDCs. On the search bar write ldc=    or use the search Missing LDC in 
Stored Searches.  Check the Home Language Survey answers in 
PowerSchool and in the cumulative folders. If a language other than 
English appears at least once, assess the students. 
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Matrix for Identification of English Learners 

 
GOAL TIMELINE ACTION RESPONSIBILITY 

OF: 

 

Identification 

 

Students 

entering in 

the beginning 

of the school 

year must be 

identified 

within the 

first month of 

school 

(Deadline 

0ctober 1st) 

 

Students who 

enter after the 

first month of 

school must 

be identified 

within two 

weeks. 

 

Home 

Language 

Survey (HLS) 

Every student entering the 

Bridgeport School System 

MUST complete a HOME 

LANGUAGE SURVEY (see 

appendix). This survey is part 

of the district registration 

packet. 

 

If ALL 3 responses indicate 

ENGLISH ONLY, then the 

student is classified as 

English Dominant, E, and 

placed in a mainstream 

classroom program. 

 

If in any of the 3 responses a 

language other than English 

is disclosed, the student will 

be considered potentially 

dominant in a language other 

than English.  Therefore, 

further testing will be 

necessary 

 

Provisionally place student in 

school until the identification 

process is complete. 

 

School Secretary 
during the registration 

process. 

 

The answers to the 

questions on the 

Home Language 

Survey should be 

entered on Power 

School at each 

school. 

 

Assessment  

Pre-LAS Assessment 
(Kindergarten) Students entering 

Kindergarten (end of Pre-K 

school year) or attending 

Kindergarten who require 

further testing will be given this 

oral language assessment. 

 

LAS LINKS Placement Test 
(1-12) This test is broken down 

into the following testing bands 

by grade levels: 1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-8, 

9-12.  The test assesses the 

student’s language abilities in all 

four language domains: 

speaking, listening, reading 

and writing.  Each domain 

will be tested in order to 

determine English 

proficiency. 

 

The ESL teacher or 

Bilingual Education 

Office Staff 
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Classification 
 

 

Based on the assessment 

results, the district assigns 

each student one of four 

English language dominance 

classifications (LDC): 

LDC A= Students have 

limited or no      

               English Language 

skills 

LDC B= Students have some 

English  

              Language Skills 

LDC C= Students are 

Proficient in 

              English and a 

language     

              other than English is 

spoken  

                 at home 

LDC E=  Students are 

English 

               Dominant 

The ESL teacher/or 

Bilingual 

Department Office 

Staff 

Program  & 

School 

Placement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ESL, 

Transitional 

Bilingual, 

Native 

Language 

Support, 

Language 

Transitional 

Support 

Services 

Programs, 

Dual Language 

“Unidos”. 

After EL identification, the 

parent is notified in writing 

that their child has been 

identified as an EL student 

and the school that they 

should attend to participate in 

the recommended program. 

This placement letter is 

available in the following 

languages: Spanish, 

Portuguese, Haitian-Creole.  

If the assigned program is 

more than a mile from the 

student’s address, 

transportation is provided.  

Parent may choose to opt 

their child out of any of the 

programs. 

Student is permanently 

placed in school when the 

EL identification process is 

complete and the parent 

has accepted a program. 

ESL Teacher 
Bilingual Department 

Office Staff 

Parents 

 

 

Programs  

& School 

Placement 

 

 

 

Service stops 

when student 

meets Exit 

Criteria in the 

 

English as a 

Second 

Language 

(ESL) Services 

Students receive instruction 

in English to improve their 

oral proficiency and their 

academic language. English 

Language skills are 

developed through the 

ESL Teacher 

ESL 

Paraprofessionals 

ESL Tutors 
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Annual 

Assessment 

content areas and in 

correlation to the district’s 

curricula. 

 

 

 

Service ends 

after 30 

months of 

instruction 

  

 

Transitional 

Bilingual 

Education 

The EL student in a 

Transitional Bilingual 

classroom receives 

instruction in English and 

native language.  The amount 

of native language 

instruction/use decreases over 

time. The goal of the program 

is to make the student English 

proficient.  CSDE states that 

EL students may participate 

in a Transitional Bilingual 

program for a total of 30 

months. These 30 months do 

not have to be consecutive 

months.   

Bilingual Teacher 

 

 

Request for 

Extension of 

Transitional 

Bilingual 

Services 

Beyond 30 

Months 

 

 

 

Transitional 

Bilingual 

Education 

Section 10-17f(d) of the 

Connecticut General Statutes 

states that, in addition to the 

thirty months that students 

have been allowed to spend 

in a transitional program: 

“An eligible student may 

spend up to an additional 

thirty months in a program of 

bilingual education.” A 

request for each student will 

need to be submitted for each 

additional 10 months. The 

form and Bilingual Extension 

Worksheet should be 

completed by a team of 

educators (e.g., general 

education, English as a 

Second Language teacher, 

administrator, and special 

education teacher). Once the 

form has been reviewed by 

the Director of Bilingual 

Education it will be 

submitted to CSDE. The 

Director will receive a 

written approval or denial.  

 

Bilingual Teacher 

ESL Teacher 

SPED Teacher 

School 

Administrator 

Director of Bilingual 

Education 

 

 

This service 

ends after 30 

 

Native 

Language 

The EL student receives 

native language instructional 

support in a pull out or push 

in model. The student is in a 

Bilingual Teacher 
Bilingual Program 

Assistant  
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months of 

instruction. 

Support 

Services 

mainstream classroom for the 

majority of the day. 

Bilingual 

Paraprofessional 

Bilingual Tutor 

 

 

Ends when 

the student 

meets Exit 

Criteria on 

the Annual 

Assessment 

 

 Language 

Transitional 

Support 

Services  

(LTSS) 

In accordance with CSDE 

law, an EL student may only 

remain in a Transitional 

Bilingual Education Program 

or Native Language Support 

Program for 30 months. After 

the 30 months, they are 

entitled to receive language 

transitional support services 

through ESL services or 

monitoring. 

ESL Teacher 

Classroom Teacher 

ESL Tutors 

ESL 

Paraprofessionals 

 

K-5 

 

  

Dual Language 

“Unidos” 

English Learners and general 

education students may 

participate in the Dual 

Language Program. The 

students learn in two 

languages: Spanish and 

English. This program is 

located at Cesar Batalla 

School (K-5)  

  

Dual Language 

Teachers 

Ongoing Based on 

Results from 

LAS Links 

Assessment, 

School Report 

Cards, and 

other statewide 

tests 

An EL student who does not 

demonstrate adequate 

progress may receive 

additional academic support 

services in alignment with the 

school and/or district’s 

academic intervention plans 

(SRBI). 

Teachers 

Parents 

School SRBI Team 

 

Ongoing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Retention of 

records 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The school district maintains 

an EL Student Profile folder 

for all ELs. It is accessible in 

the student’s cumulative 

folder and contains the Home 

Language Survey, placement  

letters signed by the parent or 

guardian, initial assessment 

results, Las Links Student 

Proficiency Report, annual 

review and exit data. 

ESL Teacher 

Bilingual 

Department Staff 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Records 

Maintenance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On going 

EL records for 

Middle School   

 

Students 

entering High 

School 

EL Student Profile folders for 

students who are entering 

High Schools should be send 

to the Bilingual Education 

Office. These records will be 

delivered to the appropriate 

schools at the beginning of 

the school year.  

 

 

ESL Teachers 

Bilingual Education 

Department Staff 
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January-

March 

The Linguistic 

Standard 

selected for 

Connecticut is 

measured by 

the Language 

Assessment 

Scales (LAS) 

Links 

Assessment.  
 

The results of the annual 

CSDE Assessment will 

determine if an EL student 

will continue to be identified 

as an EL. Exit Criteria= 

Proficiency or Above in 

Overall, Reading and Writing 

Scores. 

Bilingual Teacher 

ESL Teacher 

Bilingual 

Department Staff 

 

Annual 

Assessments 

 

June 

LAS Links 

Assessment 

 To exit from any EL 

Program, a student must 

score Proficient or Above 

Proficient (levels 4 and 5) in 

the following domains: 

Reading, Writing and 

Overall. 

Bilingual 

Department 

Bilingual Teacher 

ESL Teacher 

Exit from EL 

Programs 

Three times a 

year Annually 

STAR, 

iREADY 

SBAC, 

Science,SAT 

All English Learners must 

participate in these 

assessments. No one is 

exempt. EL students are 

entitled to specific 

accommodations. 

ESL Teachers 

Teachers 

District 

Other 

Assessments 

 

May-June 

 The Bilingual/ESL 

Department holds an 

Annual review for each EL 

student. The student’s 

proficiency level, progress 

and future placement is 

updated in the EL Student 

Profile folder. All student 

updates are send to the 

Bilingual Department. 

 ESL Teacher 

Bilingual Teacher 

 

Bilingual Dept. Staff 
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Registration and Transfer Procedures 

 
Students who register at schools that do not offer any EL services must be referred to the 

Bilingual Education Office for preliminary registration, school assignment, and transportation 

arrangements when eligible. Students will be sent to the appropriate receiving school to complete 

registration.  

 

Please note that students in elementary/middle school must live one mile or more from the 

receiving school in order to receive transportation. Students in high school must live two miles or 

more from the receiving school in order to receive transportation or a monthly sticker for public 

transportation. 

 

Students who are not eligible for bilingual education, should be registered at the neighborhood 

school if the school offers ESL/Bilingual services. If the school does not offer ESL services, then 

they must be referred to the Bilingual Education Office for appropriate placement. 

 

Transfers to Other City Schools 

The sending school must make sure that the receiving school offers Bilingual or ESL services. 

Please make sure that the Cumulative folder includes the English Learner Profile folder and is 

sent promptly. Contact the Bilingual Education Department when in doubt. 

 

Students who Transfer within Connecticut State (Private or Public Schools) 

A student transferring from another Connecticut public or private school, who was previously 

identified as an EL in that district at the time of his/her transfer or move, must continue as an 

“EL” in the new Connecticut public school district. Connecticut ELs must remain identified as 

an EL immediately in the new district. The most recent assessment results obtained in the former 

district may serve as the initial assessment in the new district.  If not noted in the student 

records, please contact the previous district or the Bilingual Education Department to 

determine if the student has already been identified as an EL. If the student has been 

reported as an EL by another district, please note it in the blue EL Student Profile folder and 

include the previous district’s name.  

 

Students who Transfer from other States  
If the school records indicate that the student received bilingual or ESL services, the student does 

not need to be retested. The student can continue the services in Bridgeport. If the school records 

indicate that the student has always attended the all-English mainstream/general education 

instruction, and has never received Bilingual/ESL services in the past because it was previously 

determined that his/her English proficiency level was proficient or better,  than the student 

should not be placed in a Bilingual or ESL program. If there are no school records and the HLS 

indicates a language other than English, then the student should be tested for English Language 

Proficiency. 
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The Connecticut State Department of Education (CSDE) requires that all EL services be 

assigned a program code. Below are the CSDE program codes and its description.            
 

Code Description 

1A Eligible for bilingual education program and participating in a Transitional Bilingual 

Program or receiving native language support. 

1B Eligible for bilingual education program and participating in a Dual Language Program. 

1C Eligible for bilingual education program, participate in a Transitional Bilingual Education 

Program or received native language support for 30 months.  Student approved by the 

CSDE to continue to participate in a Transitional Bilingual Educational program for an 

additional 10 months. 

1D Eligible for bilingual education program, participate in a Transitional Bilingual Education 

Program or received native language support for 40 months.  Student approved by the 

CSDE to continue to participate in a Transitional Bilingual Educational program for an 

additional 10 months. 

02 Eligible for bilingual education program, enrolled with fewer than 30 months remaining 

before graduation, participating in mandated high school English as a Second Language 

(ESL) program. 

03 Receiving mandated Language Transition Support Services (LTSS) after completing 30 

months in a mandated Bilingual Education Program (Except in a Dual Language / Two-

way Program) 

04 Eligible for mandated bilingual education program but is not participating in bilingual 

education or any other English as Second Language (ESL) program due to parent request. 

5A Not Eligible for Mandated Bilingual Education Program but participating in English as a 

Second Language (ESL) Pull-Out model program. 

5B Not Eligible for Mandated Bilingual Education Program but participating in English as a 

Second Language (ESL) Push-In / Co-Teaching model program. 

5C Not Eligible for Mandated Bilingual Education Program but participating in English as a 

Second Language (ESL) Sheltered English Instruction Approach program. 

5D Not Eligible for Mandated Bilingual Education Program but participating in another type 

of English as a Second Language (ESL) program not specified in codes 05A through 05C. 

06 Not Eligible for a bilingual education program and not participating in any English as a 

Second Language (ESL) program due to parental request 

7A Eligible for Mandated Bilingual Program but not receiving bilingual education due to 

parental request and instead participating in English as a Second Language (ESL) Pull-

Out model program. 

7B Eligible for Mandated Bilingual Program but not receiving bilingual education due to 

parental request and instead participating in English as a Second Language (ESL) Push-

in/Co-Teaching model program. 

7C Eligible for Mandated Bilingual Program but not receiving bilingual education due to 

parental request and instead participating in English as a Second Language (ESL) 

Sheltered English Instruction program. 

7D Eligible for Mandated Bilingual Program but not receiving bilingual education due to 

parental request and instead participating in another type of English as a Second 

Language (ESL) program not specified in codes 07A through 07C. 
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Data on the following screens must be entered in PowerSchool by the ESL teachers. 

 

On the “Test Results” page enter the results of the PreLAS or LAS Placement Test  

 
               

Enter the test score in the Number box. Enter the Level under Percent. Enter NP (Not Proficient 

–level 1) AP (Approaching Proficiency-levels 2-3) or P (Proficient- levels 4-5)) in the Alpha 

box. 
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On the ELL page enter the First Date of EL Service ( enter first date into the district), ELL 

Status (yes or no), Primary Language, LDC Code, Country of Origin (if available) and the 

first US School Entry Date. 

 

               
 

On the State/Province CT page enter the EL Program Code. 
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Annual Assessment of All English Learners 
 

State and federal law requires an annual assessment of K-12 students identified as English learners 

to measure their English language proficiency.  In Connecticut, this is the LAS Links Online 

Assessment. Presently, it is administered from January to mid-March. It assesses four domains: 

Speaking, Listening, Reading, Writing. All EL students must take the assessment even if the 

parents refused services.  There is no opt-out option.  

  

The assessment results as well as other reports are available online by the beginning of June. 

These can be found on the website, ctbonlinereporting.com. The District English Learner 

Assessment Coordinator (ELAC) assigns usernames and passwords for EL staff to access the 

site. 

 

EXITING AND MONITORING 

 
In order for students to exit the Bilingual Education and/or ESOL Program and no longer receive 

English language acquisition support, the student must reach the state-mandated exit 

requirements as described below.  
 
LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT SCALE (LAS) LINKS REQUIRED SCORES TO EXIT 

FROM ENGLISH LANGUAGE SERVICES 

GRADES LAS LINKS SCORES 

 

 

KINDERGARTEN – GRADE 12 

 

OVERALL LEVEL 4 or 5 

AND 

READING LEVEL 4 or 5 

AND 

WRITING LEVEL 4 or 5 

 

 

All EL students who do not meet this criteria will be supported.  

Please note that per CSDE, an English Learner is entitled to EL support up to two years 

after they meet exit criteria. 
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English Learners and State Assessments 
 

Besides the LAS Links Online Assessment, what other state standardized assessments do 

English Learners take? 

 

All students must take the following state assessments: 

 the Smarter Balanced assessments (SBAC) in English language arts/literacy and   

Mathematics in grades 3-8; 

 the NGSS (science)in grades 5 and 8; 

 the Connecticut Academic Performance Test (CAPT) in science in grade 10; and 

 the Connecticut SAT in reading, writing and language, and mathematics in grade 11. 

 The IAB- The Interim Assessment Block 

 

What supports are available to English Learners taking state assessments? 

 

All English Learners are eligible, with educator recommendation, to receive the supports as 

outlined below by assessment. 

 

   Smarter Balanced  

     Assessment 

    (Grades 3-8) 

Connecticut SAT 

School Date (Grade 11) 

CMT/CAPT Science 

(Grades 5, 8, and 10) 

Mathematics glossaries in 

various languages 

 

Test directions translated 

into various languages 

 

Mathematics test translated 

into Spanish 

 

Mathematics test read aloud 

in  

Spanish by a native 

language reader 

 

English language 

arts/literacy test read aloud 

in English  

except for the reading 

passages 

 

Assessments are untimed 

tests 

Time extension* 

 

Bilingual dictionary* 

 

Test directions 

translated into various 

languages 

 

Test directions read 

aloud by a native 

language reader 

 

*If students receive this 

support, their scores will 

not be reported to 

colleges. 

Time extension 

 

Bilingual dictionary 

 

Science test read aloud 

in English 

 

Test directions read 

aloud by a native 

language reader 
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Request for Extension of Transitional Bilingual Services Beyond 30 Months 

 
Section 10-17f(d) of the Connecticut Statutes states that, in addition to the thirty months that 

students have been allowed to spend in a transitional program: “An eligible student may spend 

up to an additional thirty months in a program of bilingual education if (1) the local or regional 

board of education responsible for educating each student requests an extension of such bilingual 

education for such student  to the Department of Education, or (2) the Department of Education 

makes a determination that an extension of such bilingual education for such student is 

necessary.” 

 

To request this extension at the end of 30 months, you must complete the Request for Extension 

of Transitional Bilingual Services Beyond 30 Months form (see Appendix). A request for each 

student will need to be submitted for each additional 10 months. The form and Bilingual 

Extension Worksheet should be completed by a team of educators (e.g., general education, 

English as a Second Language teacher, administrator, and special education teacher). This form 

should be send to the Director of Bilingual Education Services. Once the Director reviews the 

form, it will be send to CSDE for approval. The Director will receive a written response on the 

status of the extension from the CSDE and will forward the decision to all parties involved. The 

blank forms are available in the appendix. 

 

Instructions to complete the request: 

1. Identify the Request Number (i.e., First Request for additional months, Second 

Request for 10 additional months [20 total months], and Third Request for additional 

months [30 months]). Each year, a request for 10 additional months may be made for an 

eligible student up to a total of 60 months in a bilingual program. 

2. Complete Section A: Student Information 

3. Complete Section B: Criteria for Consideration 

a. Questions: Check the appropriate yes/no boxes to each question. For the CSDE to 

approve the request, all responses to the questions must be “yes.” 

b. Data: Provide the student’s program and English Language Proficiency level for each 

applicable year. Attach other evidence of student progress. Examples of evidence 

may include, but are not limited to: student observations, other academic and 

linguistic assessment data, other assessment data, anecdotal notes, portfolio of student 

work and meeting notes. 

c. Narrative: Attach a narrative that explains how the student will benefit from 

extended time in the transitional bilingual program. 

 

4. Complete Section C: Signatures 

5. Complete the Bilingual Extension Worksheet to document that the student has received 

appropriate instruction in a transitional bilingual program 
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Guidelines for Annual Review of All English Learners 

 

A) All EL students with an existing Language Dominance Classification (LDC) of A or B 

must be evaluated with the CSDE mandated assessment instrument and reviewed by the 

ESL staff in order to determine placement for the following school year. 

 

B) A copy of the annual review sheet (see Appendix) must be updated and send by email to 

the EL Assessment and Data Specialist and the Bilingual Education Department 

Secretary. 

The following must be updated: 

 Students who have completed 30 months in bilingual education or native language 

support will have a program code change from 1A to 03. 

 All program codes should be updated. 

 Students who have met the exit criteria: Change LDC to C, delete Program Entry 

Date and Program Code, add Mastery Date. 

 Include LAS Links scores for Reading, Writing and Overall 

 Include a comment for the following year. 

 EL Student Profile folder must be updated. 

 A Placement letter must be send to the parents with a copy of the LAS Links 

Student Proficiency Report.  Make a copy of the Placement Letter and attach to the 

EL Student Profile folder. Replace the copy with the signed original. 

 

DO NOT UPDATE ANY OF THIS DATA ON POWERSCHOOL UNTIL JULY! 

 

C) Promotions from Middle School to High School 

ESL teachers will consult with the School Guidance Counselor to place grade 8 ELs into 

the appropriate High School classes. Please see the BPS HIGH SCHOOL ESL PROGRAM & 
STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS GUIDELINES. The ESL teachers will complete the Eighth Grade 

Program Information Sheet (see appendix) and send a copy of the assignments to the 

Bilingual Office as soon as it is ready.    

 

Please note the following: 

 Bassick High School offers native language tutoring in Spanish. It also offers 

Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced ESL. 

 Central High School is the only high school that offers native language 

tutoring in French, Haitian Creole, and Portuguese. It also offers Beginning, 

Intermediate and Advanced ESL. 

 Harding High School is the only high school with a transitional Bilingual 

program. It also offers Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced ESL as well 

as native language tutoring in Spanish. 

 Students who are assigned Advanced ESL should also take Grade 9 English 
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 Fairchild Wheeler HS and Bridgeport Military HS may offer ESL services. 

 Out of District Placement – please note the school students will attend.  

 

 

DO NOT SEND EL PROFILE FOLDERS DIRECTLY TO THE HIGH SCHOOLS. 

The Bilingual department will make sure that the ESL teachers at the receiving high 

schools receive the folders. Before the end of the school year, please put a copy of the 

Eighth Grade Program Information form on top of the updated blue EL Student Profile 

folders and take them to the Bilingual Department. 

 

 

D) Update the following in the EL Student Profile Folder 

 

 The LAS Links Reading, Writing and Overall scale scores and levels 

 The End of the year Placement Letter to Parents- Please note that if parents 

refuse services, they must select the refusal box every year 

  Teacher recommendation on Academic Progress 

 Check Annual Review boxes on Page 3 

 Update LDC 

 Include a copy of the LAS Links Proficiency Report 

 Sign and Date 

 

High Schools Only 

EL Learner Student Profile folders for those students who meet exit criteria or 

transfer out of the district must be taken to the Bilingual Department. 
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Guidelines for Grading English Learners 
 

In accordance with Title III section of ESSA, English Learners (ELs) will attain English 

proficiency, reach high levels of academic attainment, and meet the same statewide academic 

standards as non-ESOL students. All English Learners are entitled to equal access to the core 

curriculum and the curriculum must be made comprehensible to ELs.  The following 

information provides guidelines for grading EL students:  

 

GOAL: To Make Learning Comprehensible for all English Learners 

 

 English Learners must be provided consistently with strategies, accommodations, 

differentiation to curriculum, instruction and assessments in all subject areas at his/her 

level of English language proficiency 

http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/language-acquisition-overview 

 

 ELs should not receive failing grades due to their limited English proficiency levels 

and/or if curriculum and instruction has not been differentiated and assessments have 

not been accommodated appropriately to meet students’ language needs or if 

documentation is not available. See Retention Guidelines for ELs. 

Documentation should show an under-performance on 1) differentiated instruction (for 

example; not completing differentiated assignments/homework, not turning in differentiated 

work); 2) no progress on differentiated assignments 

 

 Students receiving instructional accommodations and differentiated instruction may earn 

the same grade as students not receiving accommodations. The accommodations and 

differentiated instruction should be based on the student’s level of English Language 

Proficiency. 

 

 When applicable, written comments should be provided to explain that the grades 

received reflect his or her academic performance after having been provided 

accommodations, differentiation or alternative assignments 

 

 English Learners may not be penalized for missing work in the general education 

classroom for time that they are pulled out for ESOL support services\ 

  

 Grades for classes where the ESL teacher provides services should be determined 

collaboratively by the ESL teacher and the general education teacher 

 

 English Learners will receive the same report card that is used in general education. The 

“Comments” sections should indicate that students are working below district 

benchmarks, but are making progress. 

 

http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/language-acquisition-overview
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Resources that can be used to help make learning comprehensible for all ELs: 

 

 ESL Teacher 

 Blue EL Student Profile Folder 

 Second Language Acquisition Chart 

http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/language-acquisition-overview 

 LAS Links Placement Test Score 

 Las Links Proficiency Descriptors 

 Connecticut English Learner Language Proficiency Standards 

http://portal.ct.gov/SDE/English-Learners/CELP-Standards 

 LAS Links Student Proficiency  Report 

 SIOP Strategies 

 https://files.acrobat.com/a/preview/c56e309a-4c0b-432f-a618-65fd7433b0b5 

 SRBI Interventionist 

 Special Education Teacher 

 Conferences with Support Staff 

 Us Department of Education EL ToolKit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://files.acrobat.com/a/preview/c56e309a-4c0b-432f-a618-65fd7433b0b5
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Retention Guidelines 
Federal law states that the retention of English learners cannot be based solely upon level of 

English language proficiency (Section I, Part G, Guidelines to Satisfy Legal Requirements of 

Lau v. Nichols). Language acquisition is a long-term process and should be facilitated across all 

grade levels. The retention of English learners will not facilitate more rapid growth towards 

English proficiency. Retention policies, especially for English learners, should not be based on 

one specific piece of data alone or any sole criterion. Prior to considering retention of an English 

learner, the following points should be addressed in consultation with the EL staff and the 

parents:  

 Has the student’s level of English language proficiency been assessed? 

 Has the student been enrolled in the school district for more than one full academic 

year? 

 Have you analyzed the data on the annual English Language Assessment (Las 

Links)?  

 Does the data demonstrate progress in acquiring English proficiency in Reading and 

Writing? 

 Has the student been receiving ESOL/Bilingual instruction? 

 Has the student received intervention services or supports? 

 Were content area classroom modifications made in the areas of: 

 Teacher lesson delivery 

 Assignments 

 Homework 

 Formal assessments (quizzes and tests) 

 Has an alternative grading strategy been implemented, such as: 

 Portfolios 

 Contracts 

 Rubrics 

 Oral assessments 

 Observation checklist 

 Pictorial assessments 

 Is there evidence of the modifications and or accommodations? 

If any of the above have not been addressed, retention may not be appropriate  

 

Retention of EL students will not facilitate English Language Acquisition. The 

process of language acquisition should occur at all grade levels. 
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BPS HIGH SCHOOL ESL PROGRAM & STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS GUIDELINES 

Connecticut General Statutes 10‐221a ‐ High school graduation requirements: …“satisfactorily 
completed (1) a minimum of twenty‐five credit; …not fewer than (i) four credits in English, 
including composition;…two credits in career and life skills electives, such as career and 
technical education, English as a second language, community service, personal finance, public 
speaking and nutrition and physical activity … .” …“a credit shall consist of not less than the 
equivalent of a forty‐minute class period for each school day of a school year”… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beginner ESL Class:

This is a class offered to 
students with 12 months 
or less in the country.

Double Period

Students receive 10 
credits for English 9 and 
10 credits for ESL 
(Elective)

* Class can only be 
repeated if student fails

Intermediate ESL 
Class:

This is a class offered to 
students with 12 months 
or more in the country.

Double Period

Students receive 10 
credits for English 10 
and 10 credits for ESL 
(Elective)

* Class can only be 
repeated if student fails

Advanced ESL 
Class:

This is a class offered 
to students with 24
months or more in the 
country. 

Single Period

Students receive 10 
credits for ESL only 
(Elective)

LTSS (Language 
Transition Support 
Services): 
This class is for Students 
who have either exited 
Advanced ESL or are Long-
Term English Learners 
struggling academically 
and linguistically. 

Single Period 
Students receive 10 credits 
(ELECTIVE) 
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Additional Information: 

· The ESL courses are offered sequentially, however, not “all” English Learners 
require all of the ESL courses. 

· ESL class assignments are based upon years in the program not LASLinks 
assessment results. 

· English courses are not sequential. The English classes are not prerequisites for 
higher-level English classes. For example, students may take an English 10 prior to 
English 9. 

· Students entering high school in a grade other than grade 9 will need an additional 
English class, in order to meet the CSDE graduation requirements. 

For example, if a 9th grade student enrolls in an Intermediate ESL based upon years 
in US, they will earn English 10 credit along with ESL (elective credit). However, they 
will need to take English 9 the following year to graduate in 4 years with 4 credits in 
English. 

· Our goal is to support all English Learners by adhering to CSDE ESL/Bilingual statues 
and meeting the English Learners academic and linguistic needs. 
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Interpretation and Translations 

 
 All Spanish interpretations and translations will be assigned to school staff or 

Interpretation/Translation companies 

 Spanish Interpretations/translations – Use Form BIL200  

 Interpretation/Translation for languages other than Spanish use Form BIL100  

The Director of Bilingual Education Services will approve or deny the services and the requestor 

will receive a confirmation. 

 

             BPS Portal: Student Support Services Tab 

STEP 1 

                             
 

         STEP 2 

                  
 STEP 3 
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Resources 
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Stages of Second Language Acquisition 

 
Pre-Production 

 

Listening: Has Minimal 

Understanding 

Speaking: Names and 

identifies  objects 

Reading: Needs illustrations 

and visual support 

Writing: Traces or copies 

words 

 

Early Production 

 

Listening: Understands 

common high frequency 

expressions 

Speaking: Asks and responds 

to simple questions 

Reading: Needs visual cues 

Writing: Can List short 

phrases 

Speech Emergence 

 

Listening: Understands 

without much visual support 

Speaking: Uses present, past 

and future tenses 

Reading: Can construct 

meaning from text 

Writing: Can produce short  

 paragraphs 

Nearly Fluent 

 

Listening: Understands well 

without support 

Speaking: Uses most tenses 

correctly 

Reading: Reads a variety of 

grade level materials with  

comprehension 

Writing: Writes cohesive, 

connected paragraphs 
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Stage Characteristics Approximate 

Time Frame 

Teacher Prompts 

Preproduction The student 

 Has minimal 

comprehension 

 Does not verbalize 

 Nods “Yes” and “no” 

 Draws and points 

 

0-6 months  Show me… 

 Circle the… 

 Where is the…? 

 Who has …? 

Early 

Production 

The student 

 Has limited 

comprehension 

 Produces one or two 

word responses 

 Participates using key 

words and familiar 

phrases 

6 months – 1 

year 
 Yes/ no questions 

 Either / or questions 

 One or two word 

answers 

 Lists 

 Labels 

 

Speech 

Emergence 

The student 

 Has good 

comprehension 

 Can produce simple 

sentences  

 Makes grammar and 

pronunciation errors 

 Frequently 

misunderstands joke 

 

1-3 years  Why…? 

 How….? 

 Explain… 

 Phrase or short 

sentence answers 

Intermediate 

Fluency 

The student 

 Has excellent 

comprehension 

 Makes few 

grammatical errors 

3-5 years  What would happen 

if…? 

 Why do you 

think…? 

Advanced 

Fluency 

The student has a near native 

level of speech 

5-7 years  Decide if … 

 Retell… 

 
Source:  Adapted from Krashen and Terrel (1993) 
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LAS Links Proficiency Level Descriptions 
 
 
 
 
         5 

Above 

Proficient 

Level 5 students communicate effectively in English, with few if any errors, across a wide range of 

grade-level appropriate language demands in social, school, and academic contexts. The students 

command a high degree of productive and receptive control of lexical, syntactic, phonological, and 

discourse features when addressing new or familiar topics. 

 

Level 5 students apply their language mastery to critically evaluate and synthesize written and oral 

information and to formulate hypotheses. Their facility with language allows them to analyze 

information, make sophisticated inferences, and explain their reasoning. They skillfully organize 

information for presentations and can express subtle nuances of meaning. They apply literary 

techniques such as identifying author tone and point of view and can tailor language to a particular 

purpose and audience. 

 
 
 
 4 

    

Proficient 
 

Level 4 students communicate effectively in English, but with some errors, across a range of grade-

level appropriate language demands in social, school, and academic contexts. The students exhibit 

productive and receptive control of lexical, syntactic, phonological, and discourse features when 

addressing new or familiar topics. 

 

Level 4 students interpret, analyze, and evaluate written and oral information, basing their 

responses on implicit and explicit context clues and information from personal and academic 

experiences. They adequately express themselves and organize their responses in logical and 

sequenced order. They distinguish nuances of meaning and incorporate idiomatic expressions and 

academic vocabulary. 

 
 
3 
Intermediate 

Level 3 students communicate in English across a range of grade-level appropriate language 

demands in social, school, and academic contexts. However, errors interfere with their 

communication and comprehension. Repetition and clarification are often needed. The students 

exhibit a limited range of productive and receptive control of lexical, syntactic, phonological, and 

discourse features when addressing new or familiar topics. 

 

Level 3 students use limited vocabulary when defining concepts across and within academic 

disciplines. They can compare, contrast, summarize, and relate text to graphic organizers. They 

decode words, apply grammar conventions, and use context clues to identify word meanings. They 

identify correct and incorrect use of basic grammar. Although their language is generally coherent, it 

lacks significant elaboration or detail. 

 
 
2 

Early  

Intermediate 

Level 2 students are developing the ability to communicate in English in social, school, and academic 

contexts. Errors frequently impede basic communication and comprehension. Their receptive and 

productive control of lexical, syntactic, phonological, and discourse features of English is emerging. 

 

Early Intermediate students have minimal vocabulary and grammar skills. They identify, describe, 

and discuss simple pictorial or text prompts. Students interpret language related to familiar social, 

school, and academic topics. They make simple inferences and make simple comparisons. They 
restate rather than create original expressions. Restricted vocabulary and rudimentary grammar limit 

their expression and comprehension. 

1 
Beginning 

 

Level 1 students are starting to develop receptive and productive uses of English in social, 

school, and academic contexts. Their comprehension may be demonstrated nonverbally 

or through their native language rather than in English. 
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ELL STRATEGIES DESK CARDS 

(Tip Sheets for ALL Classroom Teachers by The RESC Alliance) 

 

General ELL Strategies 

Provide explicit vocabulary instruction 

for unfamiliar vocabulary prior to and 

during lesson (i.e. Word walls, 

personal bilingual dictionaries, word 

cards with pictures, games, etc. 

Use scaffolding techniques and adapted 

content for comprehensible input (i.e. 

jigsaws, think alouds, graphic 

organizers, answer frames, sentence 

starters, taped text, adapted text, etc.). 

Use visuals as much as possible, such 

as pictures, gestures, pointing, graphic 

organizers 

Provide supplementary materials, such 

as graphs, models, realia (actual 

objects), visuals 

Provide background knowledge and 

connect to student’s prior knowledge 

(i.e. KWL charts, anticipation guides, 

bilingual dictionaries, journal writing 

in native language, creating bilingual 

books, etc.) 

Learn about students’ culture and 

native language to better understand 

learning needs (i.e. what are the 

similarities of the phonetic systems?) 

Expect reading skills to come slowly. If 

the student has learned to read in his 

native language, this will probably help 

him to transfer reading skills to 

English. However, the student may be 

pronouncing words, but not really 

comprehending. 

Use gentle correction to encourage use 

of correct patterns while at the same 

time encouraging risk-taking with the 

language (i.e. Student says, “I eated 

breakfast.” Teacher responds, “I ate 

breakfast too. I ate toast. What did you 

eat?”). 

Modify activities and assessments 

according to the ELL language level. 

Frequent opportunities for oral 

interaction (i.e. Think-Pair-Share, 

Partner Talk, Cooperative Learning, 

etc.) 

Developed by the Connecticut RESC Alliance (2009) 
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LAS Links Level 1 

Beginner/Pre-Production 

 
Student Learning Characteristics: 

 Understands very little English 

 Stage lasts 6 months to one year, 

typically 

 May not talk at all; “silent 

period” 

 Is learning to understand basic 

conversation and instructions 

such as “hello, how are you, sit 

down, line up, color 

 Is beginning to speak in one and 

two word phrases 

 May have cultural conflicts or 

misunderstandings 

Questioning Techniques: 

 Ask yes or no questions (i.e. “Is 

this a…?”, “Does this…?) 

 Use “point to”, “circle”, “find”, 

“show me”, “draw”, “match” 

 Ask student to categorize objects 

Specific Teaching Strategies for Level 1 

 Teach basic survival English, such as “bathroom”, “lunch”, “home” 

 Help the student to learn the classroom and school routines 

 Use visuals, such as pictures, gestures and pointing 

 Create “I need” cards for student to hold up when he or she needs 

something 

 Use a student buddy, if possible, someone with the same language 

 Label objects around the room and around the school in English and other 

languages 

 Provide books and audiobooks with patterned sentence structure and 

pictures 

 Provide books and audiobooks with patterned sentence structure and 

pictures 

 Use bilingual picture dictionary and have student create personal 

illustrated dictionaries 

 Be patient, give the student a few weeks or months to adjust 
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LAS Links Level 2 

Early Intermediate/Early Production 

 
Student Learning 

Characteristics: 

 

 Understands most basic 

directions 

 Can respond with one or two 

word answers 

 Stage lasts 6 months to one year, 

typically 

 Uses English vocabulary that is 

still very limited 

 Probably understands more that 

he/she can express 

 May have cultural conflicts or 

misunderstandings 

Questioning Techniques: 

 

 Ask literal questions-who, when, 

where, what 

 Ask questions with 1-2 word 

answers 

 Ask questions with an either/or 

option 

 Ask student to list, name, tell 

which, categorize, draw, label, 

create 

 

Specific Teaching Strategies for Level 2 

 

 Use a student buddy, if possible someone with the same language 

 Teach explicit phonemic awareness, phonic rules and skills 

 Label objects around the room  and around the school in English and other 

languages 

 Provide books and audiobooks with patterned sentence structure and 

pictures 

 Provide books and audiobooks in native language 

 Use bilingual picture dictionary and have student create personal 

illustrated dictionaries 

 Corrections for grammar and spelling can be done after the student has 

finished their writing 

 Provide modified or shortened text for reading assignments 

 Give the student a picture story without words and provide him with some 

basic vocabulary that goes with this story. Ask him to write a sentence or 

so to describe each picture, which then makes a story. 

 Provide sentence and answer frames   

Developed by the Connecticut RESC Alliance (2009) 
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LAS Links Level 3 

Intermediate/Speech Emergence 

 
Student Learning Characteristics: 

 Understands most conversational 

English vocabulary, but not 

necessarily academic vocabulary 

 Speaks in simple sentences and 

has some incorrect grammar 

usage  

 Stage lasts one year to 2 years, 

typically  

 May not understand spoken or 

written English with complicated 

sentence patterns 

 May not understand many 

idioms and homonyms 

 May not grasp underlying 

meanings in a story because of 

vocabulary  

Questioning Techniques: 

• Ask how and why questions  

• Check for understanding by asking 

student to tell you what something 

means  

• Check for understanding by asking 

student to explain the assignment to 

you  

• Ask student to tell about, describe, 

explain 

 • Ask student to explain similarities 

and differences 

Specific Teaching Strategies for Level 3: 

 

 Use bilingual picture dictionary 

 Teach explicit phonemic awareness, phonic rules and skills through all 

grade levels 

 Encourage student to use full sentences 

 Make modifications to assignments and tests, so the student will not be 

overwhelmed  

 Provide modified or shortened text 

 Provide student with content learning objectives with simple language 

 Explain idioms and homonyms 

 Help with writing skills, especially grammatical structure 

 Provide sentence frames showing use of transition words 
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LAS Links Levels 4 & 5 
(Proficient & Above Proficient/Inter. & Advanced Fluency) 

 

Student Learning Characteristics: 

 

• Speaks in fluent sentences using 

standard grammar  

• May have difficulty understanding  

content-area materials where a high 

degree of literacy is required  

• Has limited understanding of less 

commonly used words and idioms and 

homonyms  

• May have reading and writing skills 

below those of native English speaking 

students 

 • May not grasp underlying subtle 

meanings in a story because of 

vocabulary  

• Stages lasts 3 to 5 years, typically 

 

Questioning Techniques: 

 

• Ask how and why questions  

• Check for understanding by asking 

student to tell you what something 

means  

• Ask student to tell about, describe, 

explain  

• Ask student to explain similarities 

and differences  

• Ask student to tell “What would 

happen if …?”; “Tell me as much as 

you can about …”, “Why do you think 

…?”; “What would you recommend 

…?” 

Specific Teaching Strategies for Levels 4 & 5: 

 

• Continue to make modifications to assignments and tests, if necessary  

• Check for understanding of academic vocabulary  

• Give the student a list of target words for each unit of study 

 • Help with writing skills. They will need assistance with self-editing, especially 

syntax and word usage  

• Encourage use of English-English dictionary as well as a bilingual dictionary to 

expand vocabulary 

 • Explicit instruction on function words (i.e. “however”, “moreover”, “in 

contrast”, etc.)  

• Since parents may not be able to help with homework, encourage student to get 

help at school, i.e. peer tutoring 

 
Developed by the Connecticut RESC Alliance (2009 
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Connecticut English Language Proficiency (CELP) Standards--Linguistic Supports  
 
The research-based supports described here are linguistic supports for students of various 
levels of language proficiency. All English learners need linguistic supports in order to progress 
in their language proficiency. However, these supports vary by English proficiency level. These 
supports are to be used within the context of activities aligned with the standards.  
Embedded hyperlinks: The links below offer videos, articles, and definitions of terms listed. 
While some videos may demonstrate the strategy for a particular grade level, the strategies 
themselves are meant to be used with all grade levels and in all content areas, depending on 
topic and content being studied.  
Disclaimer: The links below do not reflect an endorsement of any company, institution, or 
instructional methodology, nor do they reflect an exhaustive list of resources. The links are 
meant only to provide an example or commonly accepted definition. The State of CT is not 
responsible for any broken or incorrect links. However, should there be any errors please contact 
the ELL and Bilingual office.  
General Supports for All English Learners:  
• Create a shared history through a collection of classroom experiences (e.g. Language 
Experience Approach or shared writing) for reference in future lessons  
• Be cognizant of your rate of speech and enunciation and use of idioms (see glossary for 
definition) with students of different levels  
• Use visual supports: pictures, illustrations, videos, models, gestures, pointing, realia, graphic 
organizers (before, during, and after reading or viewing), and acting out/role playing  
• Provide explicit academic vocabulary (see glossary) instruction: word walls, personal 
dictionaries, bilingual dictionaries/glossaries, picture/video dictionaries, graphic organizers, 
word cards with pictures, word sorts, etc.  
• Encourage the use of a personal wordlist/dictionary  
• Make connections to students’ prior experiences  
• Build background knowledge  
• Use scaffolding techniques: jigsaws, think-alouds, graphic organizers, sentence 
starters/sentence frames (Several examples of sentence frames in math, science, ELA, social 
studies/history)  
• Provide supplementary materials: graphs, models, realia, visuals, materials (link is a 
curriculum library of units with materials differentiated for ELs at various levels) at various 
English levels  
• Gain an awareness of the differences and similarities between the native language and 
English (Also see Country Culture Cards)  
• Explicitly teach grammar rules and structure in context  
• Recast errors of form in a gentle way: (e.g. I eated breakfast. Teacher responds, “I ate 
breakfast, too. I ate toast. What did you eat?”)  
• Provide frequent and varied opportunities for student discourse: Think-pair-share, partner 
talk, cooperative learning, philosophical chairs, Socratic seminar, intentional grouping of 
students, numbered heads together  
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• Learn about the cultures and languages of your students.  
• Provide content that is diverse and relevant to students and demonstrates a value for all 
cultures, languages, and multiple viewpoints  
• Post content objectives and language objectives  
• Plan/adjust activities and supports that are specific to the language proficiency level of 
individual students  
 

Connecticut English Language Proficiency Standards with Correspondences to 
the K-12 Practices and Connecticut Core Standards 261  
 
Linguistic Supports for Level 1 Students:  
• Create a shared history through a collection of classroom experiences (e.g. Language 
Experience Approach or shared writing) for reference in future lessons  
• Use one-step directions, with visual supports and gestures  
• Speak slowly, in simple sentences, avoiding idiomatic expressions (see glossary)  
• Teach key survival phrases  
• Pair the student with a peer who speaks the same native language, being mindful that 
different dialects of the same language can cause some confusion  
• Allow the use of native language  
• Teach explicit phonemic and phonological awareness, concepts of print, and letter 
identification  
• Make comparisons between the native language and English (Also see Country Culture Cards)  
• Build background knowledge  
• Provide multiple opportunities to repeat and practice language  
• Provide multiple and varied opportunities for practice with pronunciation  
• Use manipulatives, realia or models  
• Provide opportunities for nonverbal responses: pointing, gestures (thumbs up/thumbs down, 
nodding/shaking head, raising hand, etc.), and manipulating objects  
• Provide a bilingual or picture dictionary (depending on student’s literacy level in the native 
language)  
• Rely heavily on visual supports: pictures, illustrations, videos, models, gestures, pointing, 
realia, graphic organizers (before, during, and after reading or viewing), and acting out/role 
playing  
• Provide audio books or books with patterned sentence structure  
• Provide texts in native language, if available  
• Provide a linguistically supported, shortened, or alternate text  
• Provide sentence starters/sentence frames  
• Allow for dictation  
• Provide opportunities to illustrate or draw diagrams and label components  
• Provide word/phrase banks paired with visuals and multiple choice options  
• Pre-teach key academic and content-specific vocabulary in small amounts, paired with visual 
supports  
• Provide ample wait time/processing time and additional practice for key concepts and skills  
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Linguistic Supports for Level 2 Students:  
• Create a shared history through a collection of classroom experiences (e.g. Language 
Experience Approach or shared writing) for reference in future lessons  
• Use visuals or realia to support multi-step directions  
• Teach explicit phonemic and phonetic awareness  
• Reinforce concepts of print and letter identification (reteach, as necessary)  
• Make comparisons between English and the native language  
• Build background knowledge  
• Explain idiomatic phrases (see glossary), collocations, and homonyms  
• Provide multiple opportunities to repeat, practice, and revise language orally and in writing  
• Provide multiple and varied opportunities for practice with pronunciation  
• Provide a bilingual or picture dictionary (depending on student’s literacy level in the native 
language)  
• Use visual supports: pictures, illustrations, videos, models, gestures, pointing, realia, graphic 
organizers (before, during, and after reading or viewing), and acting out/role playing  
• Use manipulatives, realia, or models  
• Pre-teach all academic and content-specific vocabulary in small amounts, paired with visual 
supports  
• Teach word families  
• Teach cognates (see glossary)  
• Provide multiple opportunities to practice vocabulary  
• Provide a grade/content appropriate linguistically supported, shortened, native language, or 
alternate text  
• Provide audio books, if available  
• Provide word/phrase banks  
• Provide shortened assignments with concise instructions, focused on key concepts with 
differentiated products/processes  
• Use scaffolding techniques: jigsaws, think-alouds, graphic organizers, sentence 
starters/sentence frames  
• Provide sentence starters/sentence frames and models (story/paragraph frames) for writing 
and speaking (Several examples of sentence frames in math, science, ELA, social 
studies/history)  
• Allow drawing and/or use of native language for pre-writing  
• Explicitly teach language patterns (form), structure, and grammar (function)  
• Provide ample wait time/processing time and additional practice for key concepts and skills  
• Provide frequent and varied opportunities for student discourse: Think-pair-share, partner 
talk, cooperative learning, philosophical chairs, Socratic seminar, intentional grouping of 
students, numbered heads together  
• Allow for errors such as invented spelling, mispronunciation, or errors in syntax  
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Linguistic Supports for Level 3 Students:  
• Create a shared history through a collection of classroom experiences (e.g. Language 
Experience Approach or shared writing) for reference in future lessons  
• Reinforce phonemic and phonetic awareness (and reteach, as necessary)  
• Make comparisons between English and the native language  
• Build background knowledge  
• Explain idiomatic phrases (see glossary), collocations, and homonyms  
• Provide multiple opportunities to practice and revise language orally and in writing  
• Provide multiple and varied opportunities for practice with more complex pronunciation (e.g. 
multisyllabic words)  
• Provide multiple opportunities to develop fluency in speaking, reading aloud, and writing  
• Provide a bilingual or picture dictionary (depending on student’s literacy level in the native 
language)  
• Use visual supports: pictures, illustrations, videos, models, gestures, pointing, realia, graphic 
organizers (before, during, and after reading or viewing), and acting out/role playing  
• Use manipulatives or models  
• Pre-teach academic and content-specific vocabulary, focusing on a few key words at a time  
• Reinforce word families  
• Teach cognates, prefixes, suffixes, and root words  
• Provide multiple opportunities to practice vocabulary  
• Provide a linguistically supported text or alternate text  
• Provide texts in native language, if available  
• Provide audio books, if necessary  
• Use scaffolding techniques: jigsaws, think-alouds, graphic organizers, sentence 
starters/sentence frames (Several examples of sentence frames in math, science, ELA, social 
studies/history)  
• Provide sentence starters/sentence frames and models for writing and speaking, including 
transitional words and phrases  
• Explicitly teach language patterns, structure, and grammar  
• Explicitly teach the writing process  
• Explicitly teach register—a variety of language used for a particular purpose in a particular 
setting (i.e. teach students the difference between formal academic and informal social 
language and when to use them)  
• Provide ample wait time/processing time  
• Provide frequent and varied opportunities for student discourse: Think-pair-share, partner 
talk, cooperative learning, philosophical chairs, Socratic seminar, intentional grouping of 
students, numbered heads together  
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Linguistic Supports for Level 4 & 5 Students:  
• Create a shared history through a collection of classroom experiences (e.g. Language 
Experience Approach or shared writing) for reference in future lessons  
• Provide frequent and varied opportunities for student discourse: Think-pair-share, partner 
talk, cooperative learning, philosophical chairs, Socratic seminar, intentional grouping of 
students, numbered heads together  
• Provide ample opportunities to practice all modalities—speaking, listening, reading, and 
writing  
• Provide targeted mini-lessons on editing, grammar, syntax, word choice, pronunciation, etc.  
• Continue to develop background knowledge  
• Encourage the use of a personal word list/dictionary  
• Reinforce the use and understanding of idioms, cognates, prefixes, suffixes, and root words 
(reteach, as necessary)  
• Use visual supports, especially graphic organizers, as needed  
• Provide ample opportunities to practice the use of different registers  
• Explicitly teach more complex grammatical structures  
• Provide multiple opportunities to analyze language use (register, tone, dialect, and voice, etc.)  
• Provide multiple opportunities for self-assessment and self-monitoring  
• Teach content-specific literacy practices (e.g. corroboration and sourcing in history, 
constructing/deconstructing rhetorical frameworks in reading and writing, reading proofs in 
mathematics, etc.)  
 
Additional Resources for English learners in English Language Arts Classrooms:  
NCTE position on ELs http://www.ncte.org/governance/ELL  
Teaching resources for ELs http://ell.stanford.edu/teaching_resources/ela  
Video of essay structure lesson https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/ell-essay-structure-
lesson  
Video series for supporting ELs https://www.teachingchannel.org/blog/2013/10/25/video-
playlist-ell-instruction/  
Video of writing lesson https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/jumpstart-student-writing  
Strategies with video links https://www.teachingchannel.org/blog/2013/10/25/strategies-for-
ell-instruction/  
Foundational reading skills http://www.fcrr.org/for-educators/sca.asp  
Text dependent questions for ELs http://www.dsfconsulting.net/creating-text-dependent-
questions-ells-examples-second-grade/  
Common Core shifts and ELs http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/51433/  
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Language Arts Resources Continued  
Application of CCSS and ELs http://www.corestandards.org/assets/application-for-english-
learners.pdf  
Reading instruction and ELs http://www.readingrockets.org/article/english-language-learners-
and-five-essential-components-reading-instruction  
Strategies for middle school http://www.northeastcompcenter.org/common-core-ela-and-
english-language-learners-instructional-strategies-for-middle-school-teachers/  
Links to websites that support literacy instruction for ELs 
http://larryferlazzo.edublogs.org/2008/01/26/the-best-websites-for-intermediate-readers/  
Reading comprehension strategies for ELs http://www.ascd.org/ascd-express/vol5/511-
breiseth.aspx  
 
Additional Resources for English Learners in Mathematics Classrooms:  
NCTM position statement on ELs http://www.nctm.org/ELLMathematics/  
Teaching resources with units for ELs http://ell.stanford.edu/teaching_resources/math  
Instructional supports with lesson ideas for the middle grades with Spanish translation of tasks 
http://mathandlanguage.edc.org/mathematics-tasks  
Teaching for Equity and Excellence in Mathematics journal from TODOS: Mathematics for ALL 
http://www.todos-math.org/teem  
Instructional supports for ELs in math http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/30570/  
Strategies to support ELs in math http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/article/10-ways-help-
ells-succeed-math  
Background and strategies for ELs in mathematics  
http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/scmsAdmin/uploads/004/738/NYU_PTE_Math_Module_For_ELLS_O
ct_8_2009.pdf  
Teaching math to ELs http://txcc.sedl.org/events/previous/092806/8ExplorStrats/mell-teacher-
guide.pdf  
Strategies to support ELs in math http://inservice.ascd.org/four-sure-fire-math-strategies-for-
ells/  
Links to websites to support ELs in math http://larryferlazzo.edublogs.org/2007/12/25/the-
best-math-sites-for-english-language-learners-2007/  
Judit Moschkovich on Common Core Math and ELs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUfpnIbq4TA  
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Math Resources Continued  
Teaching elementary math to ELs http://teachelemmath.weebly.com/english-language-
learners.html  
Washington Association for Bilingual Education Math for ELs http://wabewa.org/math-for-ells  
Resources for teaching math to ELs http://www.dsfconsulting.net/resources-teaching-ccss-
mathematics-ells/  
Math vocabulary cards http://www.graniteschools.org/mathvocabulary/  
 
Additional Resources for English Learners in Science Classrooms:  
NSTA position statement on ELs http://www.nsta.org/about/positions/ell.aspx  
Teaching resources for ELs in science http://ell.stanford.edu/content/science  
Science vocabulary for ELs http://www.cal.org/create/publications/briefs/improving-science-
and-vocabulary-learning-of-english-language-learners.html  
Strategies for teaching science to ELs http://www.csun.edu/science/ref/language/teaching-
ell.html  
Video of high school science lesson with visual supports 
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/teach-boyles-law  
Language demands of NGSS and ELs http://ell.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/pdf/academic-
papers/03-
Quinn%20Lee%20Valdes%20Language%20and%20Opportunities%20in%20Science%20FINAL.pd
f  
Science lessons and strategies for ELs http://larryferlazzo.com/eslscience.html  
Making Science Accessible to English Learners: A Guidebook for Teachers, Grades 6-12: Chapter 
1—Teaching Science http://www.wested.org/online_pubs/Carr_Science_chapter1.pdf  
Opportunities and Challenges for ELs in Science http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/61273/  
Strategies to support ELs in Science http://www.amnh.org/learn-teach/english-language-
learners/esl-strategies-to-construct-science-learning  
Okhee Lee on Science, NGSS, and ELs https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z19luxxIE7M  
Links to websites to support ELs in science http://larryferlazzo.edublogs.org/2007/12/24/the-
best-science-websites-for-students-teachers-2007/  
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Additional Resources for English Learners in Social Studies Classrooms:  
NCSS article about challenges of teaching ELs in social studies classrooms 
http://www.socialstudies.org/system/files/publications/se/5801/580112.html  
Historical Scene Investigations http://www.hsionline.org/  
Links to websites to support ELs in social studies 
http://larryferlazzo.edublogs.org/2007/12/23/the-best-social-studies-websites-2007/  
Links to websites to support learning geography for ELs 
http://larryferlazzo.edublogs.org/2008/03/07/the-best-websites-for-learning-teaching-
geography/  
Background and strategies for ELs in social studies 
http://steinhardt.nyu.edu/scmsAdmin/uploads/004/740/NYU_PTE_SocialStudies_for_ELLS_Oct
2009.pdf  
Supporting ELs in social studies http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/35950/  
Using visuals to support ELs in social studies http://www.socstrpr.org/wp-
content/uploads/2013/01/06465_no7.pdf  
Strategies to support ELs in social studies http://www.azed.gov/english-language-
learners/files/2011/11/english-language-development-strategies-in-social-studies.pdf  
Supported lessons and strategies to support ELs in social studies classes 
http://teachinghistory.org/teaching-materials/english-language-learners/  
 
Additional Resources for English Learners in Special Education:  
SPED EL handbook http://www.capellct.org/documents/SPEDresourceguideupdated6-23-11-
ABSOLUTEFINAL.pdf  
Materials and resources to support ELs in SPED programs 
http://www.colorincolorado.org/educators/special_education/  
Video of supported lesson for ELs in SPED https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/building-
analysis-skills-special-ed-getty  
Differentiating Instruction for SPED ELs http://www.amnh.org/learn-teach/english-language-
learners/differentiating-instruction-for-special-education-ell-students  
Consdierations before evaluation of a student 
http://www.misd.net/bilingual/ellsandspedcal.pdf  
Resources http://www.nea.org/assets/docs/HE/mf_hispanicfocus07.pdf  
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Resources for ELs in SPED Continued  
Evaluation of ELs with special needs 
http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2012/08/29/02ell_ep.h32.html?qs=evaluation+of+English
+learners+with+special+needs  
Myths and Facts http://www.education.com/reference/article/special-education-ell-myths-
facts/  
Culturally Competent Assessment of ELs for services 
http://www.nasponline.org/publications/cq/pdf/V38N7_CulturallyCompetentAssessment.pdf  
Determining referrals 
http://www.dcsig.org/files/DeterminingAppropriateReferralsOfEnglishLanguageLearnersToSpec
ialEducation.pdf  
Online resources http://ellsped.org/  
 
Additional Resources for English Learners in Art, Music, Physical Education, Library, and CTE 
Classrooms:  
Best practices for ELs in CTE courses http://ctsp.tamu.edu/instructional-videos/ELLs/  
Teaching art to ELs http://www.artteacherwithheart.com/on-teaching-art-to-english-
learners.html  
ELs in physical education http://ijbssnet.com/journals/Vol_4_No_14_November_2013/13.pdf  
Recommendations for teachers of ELs in physical education 
http://www.ellteacherpros.com/recommendations/physical-education/  
Teaching ELs in music courses http://www.nafme.org/english-language-learners-in-music-class/  
Supporting ELs in the library http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/33008/  
Supporting ELs in the library http://www.schoollibrarymonthly.com/articles/Adams2010-
v27n1p50.html  
 
SRBI and English Learners:  
SRBI and ELs Handbook http://capellct.org/documents/CAPELLSRBI-ELLHandbook-
June2012_000.pdf  
Video supporting ELs http://www.rti4success.org/video/what-should-educators-take-
consideration-when-instructing-english-language-learners  
CT State BOE Position Statement on high-quality programs for ELs 
http://www.sde.ct.gov/sde/LIB/sde/pdf/board/esl.pdf  
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English Learner Glossary 

Academic Language The English language ability required for academic 

achievement in context-reduced situations, such as classroom 

lectures and textbook reading assignments. This is sometimes 

referred to as Cognitive/Academic Language Proficiency 

(CALP) 

Affective Filter The affective filter is a metaphor that describes a learner's 

attitudes that affect the relative success of second language 

acquisition. Negative feelings such as lack of motivation, lack 

of self-confidence and learning anxiety act as filters that hinder 

and obstruct language learning. This term is associated with 

linguist Stephen Krashen's Monitor Model of second language 

learning. 

Basic Interpersonal 

Communication Skills 

(BICS) 

Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills (BICS) is often 

referred to as "playground English" or "survival English." It is 

the basic language ability required for face-to-face 

communication where linguistic interactions are embedded in a 

situational context called context-embedded language. BICS is 

part of a theory of language proficiency developed by Jim 

Cummins, which distinguishes this conversational form of 

language from CALP (Cognitive Academic Language 

Proficiency). BICS, which is highly contextualized and often 

accompanied by gestures, is cognitively undemanding and 

relies on context to aid understanding. BICS is much more 

easily and quickly acquired than CALP, but is not sufficient to 

meet the cognitive and linguistic demands of an academic 

classroom. 

Bilingual Bilingualism is the ability to use two languages. However, 

defining bilingualism can be problematic since there may be 

variation in proficiency across the four language dimensions 

(listening, speaking, reading and writing) and differences in 

proficiency between the two languages. People may become 

bilingual either by acquiring two languages at the same time in 

childhood or by learning a second language sometime after 

acquiring their first language. 

Biliteracy Biliteracy is the ability to effectively communicate or 

understand written thoughts and ideas through the grammatical 

systems, vocabularies, and written symbols of two different 

languages. 

 

 

BOE Bridgeport Board of Education 

CALP Cognitive/Academic Language Proficiency (CALP) is the 

language ability required for academic achievement in a 

context-reduced environment. Examples of context-reduced 

environments include classroom lectures and textbook reading 

assignments, where there are few environmental cues (facial 

expressions, gestures) that help students understand the 

http://www.colorincolorado.org/glossary#13249
http://www.colorincolorado.org/glossary#13237
http://www.glencoe.com/sec/teachingtoday/weeklytips.phtml
http://www.glencoe.com/sec/teachingtoday/weeklytips.phtml
http://www.colorincolorado.org/glossary#13236
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content. CALP is part of a theory of language developed by 

Jim Cummins, and is distinguished from Basic Interpersonal 

Communication Skills (BICS). 

CELP  Connecticut English Language Proficiency Standards (see 

appendix __) 

Cognates Words in different languages related to the same root, 

e.g. education (English) and educación (Spanish). 

Comprehensible Input Input is what the teacher presents to the students; in order for 

the input to be considered comprehensible, the student needs to 

understand what is being said and/or given. 

CSDE Connecticut State Department of Education 

Dual Language Program Also known as two-way immersion or two-way bilingual 

education, these programs are designed to serve both language 

minority and language majority students concurrently. Two 

language groups are put together and instruction is delivered 

through both languages. For example, in the U.S., native 

English-speakers might learn Spanish as a foreign language 

while continuing to develop their English literacy skills and 

Spanish-speaking ELLs learn English while developing literacy 

in Spanish. The goals of the program are for both groups to 

become bi-literate, succeed academically, and develop cross-

cultural understanding. See the ERIC Two-way Online 

Resource Guide or the NCELA publication, Bi-literacy for a 

Global Society. 

EL English Learners (EL) 

ESL English as a Second Language (ESL) is an educational 

approach in which English language learners are instructed in 

the use of the English language. Their instruction is based on a 

special curriculum that typically involves little or no use of the 

native language, focuses on language (as opposed to content) 

and is usually taught during specific school periods. For the 

rest of the school day, students may be placed in mainstream 

classrooms, an immersion program, or a bilingual education 

program. Every bilingual education program has an ESL 

component (U.S. General Accounting Office, 1994). See 

also ELD, pull-out ESL, and ESOL. 

Exit Criteria Exit criteria guidelines set by the CSDE for ending special 

services for English language learners and placing them in 

mainstream, English-only classes as fluent English speakers. 

Presently, Connecticut requires students to score Proficient in 

Reading, Writing and Overall on the LAS Links Assessment.  

See page __________ 

Initial Assessment  Presently, students in Kindergarten are assessed with the Pre 

LAS and students in grades 1-12 are assessed with the LAS 

Links Placement assessment to determine English Language 

Proficiency.  See page _____ 

http://www.colorincolorado.org/glossary#13235
http://www.cal.org/twi/rgos/2way.html
http://www.cal.org/twi/rgos/2way.html
http://www.ncela.gwu.edu/pubs/ideabook/dual/index.htm
http://www.ncela.gwu.edu/pubs/ideabook/dual/index.htm
http://www.colorincolorado.org/glossary#13220
http://www.colorincolorado.org/glossary#13219
http://www.colorincolorado.org/glossary#13218
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Language Dominance 

Classification (LDC) 

The dominant language is the language with which a bilingual 

or multilingual speaker has greatest proficiency and/or uses 

more often. See primary language. Bridgeport uses four 

language dominance classifications; A, B, C, E.  The district is 

presently not using LDC, “D”. 

Language Proficiency To be proficient in a second language means to effectively 

communicate or understand thoughts or ideas through the 

language's grammatical system and its vocabulary, using its 

sounds or written symbols. Language proficiency is composed 

of oral (listening and speaking) and written (reading and 

writing) components as well as academic and non-academic 

language (Hargett, 1998). 

LAS LINKS INITIAL 

PLACEMENT TEST 

This assessment assesses English language proficiency in four 

domains: Speaking, Listening, Reading, Writing 

LAS LINKS Annual 

Assessment 

This assessment assesses English language proficiency in four 

domains: Speaking, Listening, Reading, and Writing and 

determines exit criteria. 

LEA The Local Education Agency, a public board of education or 

other public authority within a state that maintains 

administrative control of public elementary or secondary 

schools in a city, county, township, school district or other 

political subdivision of a state. 

Limited English Proficiency 

(LEP) 

Limited English Proficient is the term used by the federal 

government, most states, and local school districts to identify 

those students who have insufficient English to succeed in 

English-only classrooms. Increasingly, English Language 

Learner (ELL) or English Learner (EL) are used in place of 

LEP. 

Language Transition 

Support Services (LTSS) 

A student who has been enrolled in U.S. schools and completed 

30 months of a Mandated Bilingual Education or Native 

Language Support Program and continues to struggle 

academically due to limited English proficiency. 

Home Language Survey 

(HLS) 

A US Department of Education requirement to help us best 

support students. The survey asks questions regarding the 

language(s) spoken by the family. 

Native Language The first language a person acquires in life, or identifies with as 

a member of an ethnic group. This term variably means (a) the 

language learned from the mother, (b) the first language 

learned, (c) the native language of an area or country, (d) the 

stronger (or dominant) language at any time of life, (e) the 

language used most by a person, (f) the language toward which 

the person has the more positive attitude and affection (Baker, 

2000). Also referred to "home language" or "mother tongue." 

See "native language." Sometimes referred to as L1 in short-
hand. 

http://www.colorincolorado.org/glossary#13216
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Primary Language The primary language is the language in which 

bilingual/multilingual speakers are most fluent, or which they 

prefer to use. This is not necessarily the language first learned 

in life.  

Pull-Out One way of delivering ESL instruction.  Students are pulled out 

of their mainstream classes usually for a period or more per 

week to work specifically on their English language 

development.   

Push-In One way of delivering ESL instruction.  ESL teachers, tutors 

and paraprofessionals “push” into mainstream classes to 

support the second language development and needs of EL 

students.  

Sheltered Instruction (SI) A program model in which both content instruction and 

English Language Development are goals within the 

mainstream classroom.  The core grade level curriculum is 

used: there is no separate curriculum. Specific ESL / sheltered 

strategies are used by general education teachers in the regular 

classroom. 

Students with Limited 

Interrupted Formal 

Education (SLIFE) 

 

A term used to describe a diverse subset of the EL population 

who share unifying characteristics. SLIFE usually are new to 

the U.S. school system and have had interrupted or limited 

schooling opportunities in their native country. These students 

could be refugees, migrant students, or any student who 

experienced limited or interrupted access to school for a variety 

of reasons, such as poverty, isolated geographic locales, limited 

transportation options, societal expectations for school 

attendance, a need to enter the workforce and contribute to the 

family income, natural disasters, war, or civil strife. 

SIOP Shelter Instruction Observation Protocol (see appendix) 

 

TESOL TESOL is a professional association of teachers, 

administrators, researchers and others concerned with 

promoting and strengthening instruction and research in the 

Teaching of English to Speakers of Other Languages. 

Transitional Bilingual 

Education (TBE) 

An educational program in which two languages are used to 

provide content matter instruction. Over time, the use of the 

native language is decreased and the use of English is increased 

until only English is used. 

Total Physical Response 

(TPR)  

Total Physical Response is a language-learning approach based 

on the relationship between language and its physical 

representation or execution. TPR emphasizes the use of 

physical activity for increasing meaningful learning 

opportunities and language retention. A TPR lesson involves a 

detailed series of consecutive actions accompanied by a series 

of commands or instructions given by the teacher. Students 
respond by listening and performing the appropriate actions. 
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